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Ithaca, New York 
Think Schooli Ks .A JLauglln? 
See How JFun:ny Xt Ks Whelill Youn Callll~it 
Geit A Good Paying ]<0lho 
A small education is some-
thing you can't laugh off. It's 
the biggest handicap you'll 
ever have .... Today, tomor-
row, the day after tomorrow, 
and every day of your work-
ing life. 
And it's a funny thing. 
People who really stay with 
it and get a good education 
are often seen laughing all 
the \Vay to the bank. 
It's no joke. To get a good 
job today, you need a good 
education. 
A good education is the 
No. 1 requirement for the 
better jobs with the better 
salaries . . . and the better 
futures, too. 
So if you're in school now 
... stay there! Learn all you 
can for as long as you can. If 
you're out of school, you can 
still get lots of valuable train-
ing outside the classroom. 
Published in Cooperation with the Advertising Council 
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LETTERMEN CONCERT 
T1lCKJET§ NOW ON SALE 
Ithaca College Dillingham Plans 
Service Group Retirem.ent For 
~~:!!...!~~~!. September 1970 t "They can take a song that was a hit twenty years ago and make 
it a hit all over again, and they 
can do it without changing the 
original concept of the song." 
The young lady talking was 
recording and TV star, Connie 
Stevens, and the "they" she was 
referring to were The Lettermen, 
a trio of young men who parlayed 
a simply theory - "songs were 
written to be sung as composers 
hoped they'd be sung" - into a 
successful singing career. 
Throughout their career, The 
Lettermen have stuck to that 
concept and in doing so they've 
become one of the most success-
ful groups in the country. Their 
records include more than two 
dozen hit albums for Capitol. 
Tony Butala, Gary Pike and Jim Pike - The Lettermen. 
sororities, faculty members and Dr. Howard Dillingham, presi- candidates for the position. Di!- . ,F 
representative of religious groups dent of Ithaca College, bas an- lingham explained that usually in 
met last spring in several meet- nounced his retirement, effective thc selection of a College presi- { 
l·ngs to find a new way to co- . h dent one does not apply for it, September, 1970. Dr. Dilling am h k 
ordinate the many volunteer but rat er is as ed to apply. 
service activities stemming from explained that a committee was In addition, three students to 
the Ithaca College campus. The being formed to choose his sui;:- be ~lected or chosen by Student 
new group, under the name of cessor. Government will have an oppor-
ICVS or "Ithaca College Volun- "Carroll Newsom, Robert tunity to meet candidates who 
teers in Service" was officially Boothroyd, and Russell Johnson, come to the college. This will 
formed this past week. The group members of the Board of Trµstees serve a dual purpose of allowing 
1
. ~1 
elected four officers and a coordi- of the College will head this students as well as faculty to l :j 
nator, and has already started ac- searching committee with five ad- meet these candidates and give ·;, '.i 
tively to work setting up new ditional members to be added th applicant a better opportunity 
channels for volunteer service from the faculty, chosen by the to judge the student body. \.l 
activitic::.. Academic County," Dr. Dilling- The committee is being formed \ 
ham told the Ithacan. now to provide ample time for The officers are: Carole Barrer, 
chairman; Barbara Webster, vice-
cha1rman: 'ferry Ro~e. ,; ··:,.t , . .)'; 
and Barbara Buckhinholz as 
treasurer. Peter Swales will be 
,1.e coordinator and har.tlle most 
of the day to day work for the 
group. Until he has a permanent 
office arrangement, interested 
persons or groups may leave 
word or contact him through the 
office of the Protestant chaplain 
(274-3185). 
These members will interview the selection of a new president. 
Alex Warren Named 
Assistant A & S Dean 
' 
by Sandy Mulford !l 
Successful records not only es-
tablished The Lettermen as one 
of the top vocal groups in the 
industry, but they also creat~d 
a demand for the talenteii tno 
on television and in colleges 
throughout the country. Their 
college appeal was clearly demon-
strated when they were voted No. 
1 colleo-e attraction in the Bill-
board :\1agazine Poll. Among their 
recent television appearances are 
The Red Skelton, Hollywood 
Palace and Jack Benny TV srows. 
The ' threesome made their 
nirrhtclub debut in early 1962 at 
H;llywood's Crescendo and were 
greeted by unanimous praise 
from critics. Typical of the re-
marks that followed their initial 
club appearance was the review 
by columnist Belle Greenberg 
who wrote: "The group, literally 
and figuratively, won their let-
ters last night with the sophisti-
cated Los Angeles audience." 
Variety described them as a 
group who "came on strongly 
with big sound and good rap-
port ... " and the Hollywood Re-
porter called them "three young 
men who sing songs as the com-
posers hoped they'd be sung)' 
mainly confined to Twin Falls, 
Idaho, his home town, until his 
family moved to California and 
he enrolled at El Camino College. 
Projected projects that are 
under going serious consideration 
include: 
-finishing the Telecare sur-
vey for the Senior Citizens 
-work with long-term patients 
at the Tompkins County 
Dean Alex Warren, as those like to see a_5nore rational and : ' 
students who are undecided aboqt automatic class scheduling and : 
their future careers well know, room scheduling and more com- · 
is the new Assistant Dean of munication between offices with-. · 
Arts and Sciences. As the Assist- in the schools." -
ant Dean he helps to interview The three major problems, ac- "'~:, 
those stduents transferring to cording to Dean Warren's point ~ 
Arts and Sciences, supervises of view arc expanding the library, -_ 
A & S registration, resides on the homogeneous student body , 
the Council of Academic Status, and not enough endowment, and i 
is the personal advisor of all the student-teacher ratio. The ' : 
undecided majors and foreign teachers' loads arc much too 
students, helps with the scredul- heavy and they should have more 
ing of courses and their locations, time for scholarly pursuits. 
Praise, however, seems to be a 
commodity that came to Jim, 
Tony, and Gary even before they 
called themselves The Lettermen. 
It came to Tony (Butala) in his 
home town (Sharon, Pa.) during 
his first professional engagement 
(he sang on a radio show at eight 
years of age and led him to a 
singing job with the famed Mit-
chell Boys Choir and eventually 
While at Brigham Young Uni-
versity, Jim (Pike) garnered 
enough favorable notices from 
the local press to encourage him 
to pursue a singing career on a 
professional basis. Early in 1961, 
he came to California and joined 
Tony to form The Lettermen. 
Since that time, the burgeoning 
popularity of the group has seen 
their careers branch out from 
records to all phases of entertain-
ment. Despite their enormous 
success, The Lettermen haven't 
changed. They're still the same 
Class-A trio who maintain the 
deepest respect for good songs 
and the people who write them. 
to Hollywood). 
Praise for Gary (Pike) was 
College Curriculum 
Always Under Review 
by Linda Garrett 
Although the curriculum for 
Ithaca College students was es-
tablished a long time ago, it is 
constantly under review and 
available for changes and addi-
tions. As stated by Dean Givens, 
Ithaca College must continually 
take a hard look at its curricu-
lum asking how it relates to our 
cur;ent social problems in order 
to offer to its students that "per-
sonalized quality education which 
-Jias relevance for our times." 
And yet, not only present day 
problems and techniques, but al-
so those underpinnings of today's 
problems and knowledge must be 
understood. For this reason pro-
grams, such as Triplum, estab-
lished in 1960, are developed to 
bring the student up to our pres-
ent day age in all phases of our 
cultural, scientific, and historical 
past. 
There are many reasons why a 
course may be added to the col-
lege curriculum . Some of these 
are: student demands, a faculty 
member particularly skilled in a 
specific area, a recognized need 
for a course by a departmental 
chairman, certification require-
ments ,or a general value to stu-
dents created by a more well-
rounded. curriculum. 
Assisting and appointed by the 
Dean of Arts and Sciences is the 
Curriculum Committee. For the 
first time this year, the commit-
tee includes a junior and a senior 
student, and an alumnus of the 
College of Arts and Sciences. 
Chaired by Ferris Cronkhite of 
the English Department, the com-
mittee also includes six other 
faculty members: Douglas Arm-
strong, Jules Burgevin, Frank 
Musgrove, Robert Pasternack, 
William Roehrig, and Donald 
woodman. The functions of the 
committee include reviewing pro-
posed curricular changes and 
additions, proposed graduate 
courses, and changes in gradua-
tion ,requirements. The commit-
tee can also initiate a curricular 
change. 
A typical curricular adjust-
ment would proceed in the fol-
lowing manner. A departmental 
faculty member would propose the 
change or addition to his faculty 
and departmental chairman. The 
chairman would then make a re-
quest for said adjustment to the 
Curriculum Committee. The Cur-
riculum Committee would refer 
the adjustment to the sixteen De-
partmental Chairmen of the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences, who 
would present the curricular 
change to the entire faculty. 
Trustees Consider 
Dorm Construction 
It was announced today that 
the Ithaca College Board of Trus-
tees "approved in principle" the 
construction of new residence 
halls for the south hill campus 
during their May meeting. 
The College Public ·Informa-
tion Office added that no decision 
was made concerning the date, 
type, design, or location of the 
new living centers nor was there 
any indication as to when this 
would occur. 
First Congress 
Meeting Called 
As the first month of the school 
year comes to close, student gov-
ernment moves into full swing 
with the announcement of the 
first Student Congress meeting 
of the year. Nancy McGlen, chair-
man of Congress, has called the 
premiere meeting for Monday, 
September 30, at 6:30 in S202 
(the lower Science Lecture Hall). 
Details concerning the rest of 
Fall Weekend events will be in 
the next issue of the Ithacan. 
Weekend tickets are on sale in 
the Union Lobby at $8.00 per 
couple. 
Financial Pinch 
Severe for 
Private Schools 
The financial pinch is being 
felt by both public and private 
schools, but it is particularly 
severe for some of the latter. 
Recently, the dean of the 
School of Dentistry of the Univer-
sity of Southern California warn-
ed that at least 10 of the nation's 
50 dental schools arc in trouble 
and could close. These schools, 
all private, account for about 35 
per cent of the nation's output 
of dentists. No new private dental 
school has been opened in the 
United States since shortly after 
World Warn. 
Some traditional sources of sup-
port for higher education remain 
relatively untapped. Only one in 
four alumni, for instance, contri-
butes; and the $300 million given 
by American businesses in 1966 
represented only about 0.37 per 
cent of their net incomes before 
truces. 
Inevitably, however, more and 
more college and university ad-
ministrators are talking about 
direct and massive federal sub-
sidy for higher education, 
whether they like the idea or 
not. On the state level, the dis-
tinction between "public" and 
"private" is already becoming 
blurred as more states enact some 
form of aid to private schools or 
to students attending them. In 
Pennsylvania, some 40 per cent 
of the state appropriation now 
goes to private institutions. 
Please turn to page 3 
Hospital 
-work with music instruction 
on a project in a School sys-
tem 
-Community Center 
tion programs 
-work with the center 
tarded children 
recrea-
for re-
-cooperation with Mr. Dever-
ous, coordinator for Ithaca 
Public Schools. 
This group will parallel at 
points the kind of work done by 
the CIVITAS organization at Cor-
nell University but will not com-
pete or conflict with it. In fact, 
the Cornell group and their offi-
cers are cooperating with the new 
venture on the Ithaca College 
campus. 
Persons not already known to 
the officers who would like either 
to volunteer for sp.ecific projects 
or meet with the organization it 
srould leave word with one 
of the officers or with the office 
of the Rev. George Clarkson who 
has worked as a staff advisor to 
this new program. Extensive 
credit must also go to Kas Stein-
felt who worked with this pro-
gram during the summer but 
felt she could not take an 
office this fall. 
CCFL Meetin,g 
Aids Research 
Dr. Stanley Davis, director of 
research administration at Ithaca 
College, and Walter Newsom, the 
College's director of institutional 
research, were among four facul-
ty and administrators represent-
ing the College Center of the 
Finger Lakes at a national insti-
tute for educational research held 
at Traverse City, Michigan, Aug-
ust 19-30. -
Others who attended were 
George.Gifford, assistant dean for 
occupational programs, Corning 
Community College, and Dr. Fran-
cis X. Brady, assistant dean of 
faculty, Elmira College, 
Sponsored by the Division of 
Higher Education, U.S. Office of 
Education,_ the. institute gave 
participants a background in re-
search techniques and objectives 
so that they might aid their col-
leagues in educational research. 
CCFL is in its second year of 
participating in this effort to help 
improve methods in college edu-
cation. Financing of the project 
came from a U.S. Office of Educa-
tion grant of $.42,500 awarded to 
CCFL. 
--:;-::--·· 
works with the Departmental His ideas about education and 
Chairmen and has many other Ithaca College were exciting and t 
various duties. hopeful and one could only hope l 
He will be working on several that they could be used in the im- "'· 
projects this fall such as rear- mediate future to better this in-
ranging class schedules so that stitution. 
more classes will be held on 
Tuesday and Thursday and· after- F d f 
noons. He is also doing an insti- llll 8 DCreased 
tutional research with Dean New-
som studying our present cur-
riculums and comparing our 
liberal arts program with other 
colleges. 
Dean Warren was raised in 
Sharon, Pennsylvania and grad-
uated from Amherst College in 
1963 in American History. He 
taught American and Ancient 
History at Mercersburg Academy 
in Pennsylvania for one year, 
then in the fall of '64 attended 
Cornell University. He was grad-
uated from Cornell in 1966 in 
the education program and is now 
on leave of absence working on 
his doctorate thesis in Education 
Administration. He is not mar-
ried at the present time. 
He feels that Ithaca College is 
a "unique opportunity to combine 
arts with a professional liberal 
arts program." The campus itself 
is "well designed and enticing to 
the eye" with the advantages of 
a progressive and cultural com-
munity. He has found the people 
willing to work toward making 
this college a unique educational 
experience. The professional pro-
grams are becoming better and 
there is room for limited grad-
uate programs. The school calen-
dar makes sense and is very well 
arranged. 
~e feels, however, that there 
is much room for improvement. 
He would like to see the students 
more "academically involved ,and 
have the school realize itself as a 
first-rate institution." He would 
like to see more symposiums and 
thinks that the Free University 
program is a good one. "Students 
should be asking about their 
values that they were raised 
with" and this cbllege should try 
and create more of a questioning 
atmosphere. 
He also feels that the required 
courses should be examined and 
that many of them should not be 
so prescribed. He would want to 
balance the liberal arts programs 
with more fine arts and require 
expository writing and general 
humanities. These ideas though 
"come basically on convictions 
ai;-rived at before LC." He would 
For the nation's 2,300 colleges 
and universities, it is both the 
best of times and the worst of 
times. 
On the bright side: 
More than 300 new colleges and 
universities have been founded ~ 
since 1945 ... Private, voluntary 
g
19
if
5
ts
8 
haveFmdore 
1
thfandstripled sinhce •. 
... •e era un for hig er 
education have more than doub-
led in four years, while state 
tax support has increased 44 per 
cent in just two years and 214 L. 
per cent over eight years ago ... .,.J., 
Endowment funds have more 
than doubled over the· past dec-
ade (to about $12 billion) and 
average faculty salaries have 
nearly doubled in the same 
period . . . College .and universi- l._· 
ties are spending more than $2 ( 
billion a year on capital expan- ·, 
sion and the total expenditure ., 
in the United States this year for 
higher education will be some 
$18 billion, ~ore than three times .Ji 
as much as 1q 1955. ~ 
On the darker side: \ 
While private .gifts reached a 
record high of $1.6 billion last : 
year, the rate of increase has 
dropped by 20 per cent in the 
past three years . . . Some 36 per 
cent of all voluntary contribu-
tions went to just 55 major uni-
versities and some.,. 90 per cent 
of all endowment funds are 
owned by fewer than 5 per cent 
of the institutions . . . In 1966, 
77 per cent of federal funds went 
to just 100 institutions . . . Col-
lege and university operating 
costs hav~ more than tripled dur-
ing the past decade, from about 
$4 billion in 1956 to about $12.7 
billion last year. 
Unlike industry, the more cus- • 
to~ers there are for higher edu-"I 
cation, the greater the per-unit 
cost - and student enrollment, 
now close to 7 million, is twice 
":'hat is was in 1960: Some pres-
tige institutions have passed the 
$2,000 mark for one year's tui-
tion and some school are being 
forced to turn away qualified ap-
plicants or to raise their entrance 
standards. 
Guidance Counselors 
From Fifteen States with the 
j1 To Visit Ithaca ,,. 
,, 
~ 
·-
'. 
' (-
\' 
\ 
It was announced today by 
Henry F. Enizan, Director of Ad-
missions that 70 guidance coun-
selors from_ secondary schools in 
15 states will visit Ithaca College 
on Monday, September 30. Their 
visit will be part of the seventh 
annual conference that the Col-
lege Center of the Finger Lakes 
consortium has sponsored for 
public and private school coun-
selors. 
Upwards of 70 school counse-
lors have indicated they wm at-
tend the 1968 conference, Enzian 
said. The high schools represent-
ed from New Jersey are: Bloom-
field, Butler, Chatam, Chatham 
Township, Columbia of Maple-
wood, Edison Township, Glen 
Ridge, Glen Rock, Hanover Park, 
Kimberly School, Montclair, 
Northern Valley Regional, Prince-
ton, Ridgewood, Rumson-Fair 
Haven Regional, Summit, Tenafly, 
Tom River, and Wayne Valley. 
Connecticut schools represent-
ed will be: Berlin, East Hartford, 
Naugatuck, Thomaston, Trumbull, 
wamogo Regional, and Wilton. 
Adm·ission 
Standards 
Raised 
by Mac Bigelow 
Higher admissions standards 
have been instituted for the Class 
of 1973 at Ithaca College, ac-
cording to Mr. Matthew Wall, As-
sistant to the Director of Admis-
sions. 
Schools from other states in-
clude: Katherine Branson School, Do you have a question about 
Ross, California; The Sidwell 
Friends School, Washington, D.C.; college policy? Something just 
Miami Beach, Miami Beach, Fla.; not working out? Have you really 
Nova and Pinecrest School, Ft. met with anyone on the Dean of 
Lauderdale, Fla.; South Bro- Students staff? 
ward, Hollywood, Fla.; Barring. Beginning Wednesday you can 
ton, Barrington, Ill.; Oak Park . 
River Forest, Oak Park, Ill.; Al- do just that. :\leet this· staff in-
bert Einstein, Kensington, Md.; formally and just speak your 
Bethesda . Chevy Chase, Bethes- mind. In the Union Lounge from 
da, Md.; Berkshire School, Shat- 3-5 this Wednesday and every 
field, Mass; Bra~ntree, Braint~ee; Wednesday it's your chance to 
Mass.; Brookline, Brooklme, t th D f St d t t ff 
Mass.; Lenox, Lenox, Mass.; Long- mec . e ean ° u en s s a 
meadow, Longmeadow, Mass. (B.S. with the D.S.) 
Also Golden Valley, Golden The staff will be there, Dean 
Valley, Minn.; John Burroughs Brown, Dean Taylor, Mr. Meyn, 
School, St. Louis, Mo.; Concord, Mrs. Merkin, Mr. Huth, Mr. 
Concord, N.H.; Bexley, Columbus, Tarentino, l\liss Pam Curry, :!\Ir. 
Ohio; Brecksville, Brecksville, 
Ohio; Mayfield, Cleveland, Ohio; Spangler, Miss Staz, etc. Any 
Princeton, Cincinnati, Ohio; problems, any questions, or just 
Shaker Heights, Shaker Heights, to meet them. Every Wednesday 
Ohio; Germantown Academy, from 3-5 in the Union Lounge, it's 
Fort Washington, Penn.; Mt. your chance to B.S. with the D.S. 
Lebanon, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Sayre 
Area, Sayre, Pa.; Barrington, Bar-
rington, R.I.; Montgomery Bell 
Academy, Nashville, Tenn.; and 
Greenhill School, Dallas, Texas. 
Enzian strongly encouraged any 
student interested in meeting 
with the counselor from his high 
school to attend the coffee hour 
in the Egbert Union Recreation 
Room from 10:30-11:30 or the 
luncheon in the Terrace dining 
hall from 12:30-1:3. 
Course Offered 
In Readi.ng and 
Study Skills 
IFROSDil 
IFORUM 
PLANNED 
The election commission, under 
the leadership of chairman Joe 
Bogardus, has announced that 
formal organization of the Class 
of 1972 will get under way on 
Thursday, October 3 at 7:30. At 
that time, in the Lower Lecture 
Hall of the Science Building a 
freshman election forum will be 
held to inform those members 
Please turn to page 14 
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Visiting Lect1VJ/re1r ! Seil1lator Jaivits 
Series To Be Repeated WiRil Vnsnt IC 
A Jong-standing project of the include Irish literature, \V1lliam Orm October 8 
College Center of the Finger Butler Yeats and .Tames .Joyce. 1 
Lakes --: !~e sponsorship ~f the One of the fir~t projects ini-1 It was recently announced that 
yearly V1s1ting Lecturer Series - t1atcd by the Ccllege Center of Cnited States Senator Jacob 
will be repeated in 1968-69, it the Finger Lakes, the sN1es has .Jav1h \\'Ill be coming to Ithaca 
was announced today by Dr. Rob- been renewed yearly since the College Young Republican Presi-
ert Davies, Provost at Ithaca Col- fall of 1962. , dl'nt Charles Lcinberry made this 
lege, and a member of the CCFL Visiting lecturers th1;, ,·(•ar will· announcement at a regularly 
Visiting Lecturer Committee. make a "speaking circuit" among· scheduled meeting of the 
He said ten authorities and the CCFL colleges _ Ithaca Col-: I C'.Y R ·s. on Monday e\'cning. 
specialists in fields including Jege, Alfred University. Ca1enovia · Senator .Tavits, v,ho has re-
civil rights, national affairs, the College, Corning Community Col- i cen·cd an honorary Doctor of 
Orient and the arts, will be Jcge, Elmira College, Hartwick· Laws De~rec from Ithaca College. 
brought to the nine liberal arts, College, Hobart and William, sail! in 1wrsonal conversation 
colleges in the regional CCFL Smith Colleges, Keuka College· ,,·Ith :'>Ir. Leinberry that he was 
consortium. and Wells College. I c5pecially looking forward to the 
Scheduled to appear in the At practically all the lecturer,'· vi;,it. 
1968-69 Series are Isaac Singer, appearances, their talks will be i The appearance 1s scheduled 
author of Yiddish literature; open to the public as well as f?r Tuesday,_ Oct?ber 8, at noon 
Joseph Campbell, professor, faculty and students at the par-; l• urther details will be ann0unced 
Sarah Lawrence College, and ticipating colleges. A question- ! ,--------------
authority on Oriental mythology and-answer period often will be : 
and philosophy; James Farmer, held following the talk so that 
influential civil rights leader t I ' 
and founder of CORE. s uc ents and the speaker can j 
Also, Stanley Kaufman, film 
critic for the Kew Republic and 
lecturer on educational television; 
Pulitzer Prize-winning Richard 
Eberhart, poet-in-residence at 
Dartmouth Co1lege; Max Lerner, 
author, teacher, and syndicated 
columnist for the New York Post. 
tackle some of the pressing , 
problems of our times, Dr. Davies, 
stated. ! 
Arrangements for the 1968-69 
series were handled by :\lrs. Lil- i 
lian Randels, program associate. 1 
She began contacting the speak- ; 
crs following their selection ! 
earlier this year by the CCFL ' 
Visiting Lecturer Committee. 
MONDAY NITE 
Plank Steak Specialties 
THURSDAY NITE 
Authentic Greek Specialties 
The College Spa 
216 E. State St. 
Also, Dr. Robert Steels, film 
writer and critic and currently 
head of the Communications De-
parement, Boston University; Hor 
tense Calisher, teacher, author, 
and frequent contributor to such. 
magazines as the New Yorker, 
Harper's and New World Writing. 
TO PLACE AN ITHACAN AD CALL 
Also, Alfred Kazin, one of Am-
erica's foremost literary critics, 
now Distinguished Professor of 
English at the State Universitv of 
New York at Stony Brook; ·~md 
Dr. Richard Elmann, Professor 
of Literature at Yale, whose 
special interests and knowledge 
wa:sr a 4itibM 
Whereas a high schOol senior 
who was in the third fifth of his 
class, had an average of 78% or 
79':c, and had an average SAT 
score of 500-524 had a "Fair" 
chance of being accepted to Itha-
ca this academic year, a high 
school senior from now on needs 
to be in the top ¼ of his class, 
have an average of 79-82%, and 
An eight-week course in read-
ing and study skills will be of-
ferred by Mr. Harvey Huth and 
Dean Alec Warren. Meetings will 
be weekly on Monday evenings 
at 7:30 p.m. in .lecture hall B-101. 
have average SAT scores of 500- The first meeting will be Mon-
525 to have the same chance 
FANTASTIC GRAND OPENING 
("Fair") of being accepted by day evening, September 30. 
Ithaca College. The primary aim of the course 
In order to have what the ad- is to help students do a better 
missions office considers a "Very 
Good" chance of being accepted 
by Ithaca, a high school senior 
now should be in the top 1/5 of 
his class,· as compared to the top 
~ 
;ii, 2/5 previously; he should have 
:J. .. ·' an average of 85-88%, as com-
pared to 80-83% last year; and he 
should have an average SAT 
score of 550-600, as compared to 
the previous 525-574. 
job academically. The emphasis 
of the reading-study skills courses 
is to help students acquire col-
lege-type skills/or refine their 
study techniques. It should be 
emphasized that the course is in 
no sense remedial. It is directed 
at good students. 
The course is primarily a lec-
ture course, supplemented by 
mimeographed materials and 
practice sessions. The content of 
the course includes organization 
5 79 lP~s NOW Cl D D 3$® 
Those who qualify for "Excel-
lent" chances of being accepted 
to Ithaca from now on also need 
·1' higher class ranks, academic 
averages, and SAT scores than 
were ever needed before. 
:. The changes in admissions 
.~;, standards have been the first in 
.~ several years, and probably are ~ j the last for several years to come. 1 Although changes in academic I.. standards have been made, Mr. 
1
. Wall emphasizes that statistics 
. are not, by any means, the ulti-
mate factors in the accepting or 
rejecting of students. 
I • • ., 
\ Several interesting facts may j be noted concerning the admis-
sion of the Class of 1972. Out of 
the 5,094 total applicants to Itha-
ca College . this fall (about the 
same number as last year), 54% 
were accepted. After cancellation 
for one reason or another, Itha-
ca's freshman class now has ap-
proximately 1,000 members. One. 
hundred and fifty transfer stu-
dents were also accepted. 
11/li"''; The average SAT scores of the 
entire Class of 1972 are 2Q-30 
'. points higher than those of the 
'll Class of 1971. The average class 
rank of the Class of 1972 is ap-
proximately the same of that of 
, last year's freshmen. 
Admission standards were due 
for a change, and the change has 
now been instituted. 
of time, reading textbooks and 
supplementary materials effi. 
ciently and with better compre-
hension, techniques for taking 
and remembering lecture notes, 
preparing for and taking exam-
inations, and improving the re-
search process for papers and re- • 
ports. The instructors also pro-
vide counseling for individual 
students with specific academic 
problems. The course offered car-
ries no academic credit. Eight 
lectures are planned. 
COLLEGE FINANCE 
Continued from page 2 
In this day when it is becoming 
part of the national philosophy 
that a higher education is not the 
privilege but the right of every 
youth who can benefit from it, 
it seems certain that the issue of 
federal subsidy is one that will 
eventually rank with the war in 
Vietnam or the war on poverty 
as a subject of debate in the 
halls of Congress. 
Reprinted from 
The Daily Intelligencer 
406 C:Olll..lEGIE AVIE. 
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unfavorable race implications 1n. 
herent in the plays? 
]IJ)orrmnttorry Advnsorr Letters must not exceed 400 words. Daley or Daly 
Editor: 
minority forces at the Conven-
tion (the McCarthyites) were con-
stantly frustrated in their at-
tempts to present thefr·views (by 
an impatient chairman, a loud 
band, and suddenly "dead" 
mikes), the FUSA meeting was 
by contrast quite democratic. Al-
though Daly didn't seem to repre-
sent as sizeable a minority as· did 
the McCarthyites (from all indi-
cations ·one man agreed with 
Daly), nevertheless he was per-
mitted to take over the floor and 
present a much longer speech 
th;m any of the preliminary 
speakers. 
I am sick and tired of watching 
writers try to seize every op . 
portunity to make social com-
ments - especially where they 
have no bearing on the particular 
situation involved. 
Sincerely, 
Alice Cohen 
The ~talus of dormitory advisors has been 
a constant qul'stion since last week's lthaca11 
artick. In its invest1gtion of DA's, the 
Ithacan has further discusst'd this issue. lvlany 
students when asked if they agrl'ed with the 
content of the article, concluded that their D:\ 
told them their 1obs were strictly ach·isory. 
A statemem ·takn from rhc \\"omen's D:\ 
l\lanual 1968.69 reads as follows: "As a D. A, 
vou will certa1nlv be concerned with the dorm 
;·ules, but not a:- the e11forcer. Rule enforcml); 
is the respon~ibility of the elected officers of 
the dorm. This point may need to be stressed 
by you at the beginning of the year, since 
many dorms have in the past med their DA's 
as ready-made policemen." 
\Vhat needs to be clarified, however, is who 
will be the authority figure if House Councils 
arc not in existence. In this case we arc cold 
that the DA may assume this responsibility ii) 
the ]\Jen's dorms if necessary so that the tran-
sition from the· disciplinary action of the D.\ 
to the House Council will be a smooth and 
efficient ~nc. However, the transition of au-
thority is rakmg place Il1 men's and women's 
dorms. 
There is also more to the workings of a 
dorm than can be explained in a manual. For 
that reason, we believe this change of power 
for disciplinar~· cases can be made most effcc. 
tively. 
Once upon a time there was a campus radio 
station that had bright shiny new quarters 
for student personnel. The station tried to be 
quite professional, perhaps because all the 
"student executives" had their own offices 
with signs on the doo_r, just like a professional 
station. 
However, the simlarities leave off right 
there. The real test of a professional station 
is in the way it operates and carries out is re-
sponsibility. It objectivity and truthfulness in 
1ncws reporting plays a most important role in 
determining the integrity of a station. 
Perahps we expect \VICB News to act pro-
fessionlly since they have their own offices 
and desks for the students. Obviously they 
are not. 
For professionalism means cooperation with 
other news media. We don't think it means 
jumping down the necks of the other campus 
news medium, if they feel they have the 
chance. Because we believe that only through 
working together can either the newspaper or 
the radio station be an effective news organ 
on campus. If one uses every chance it gets 
Beautiful new buildings, newly planted 
grass, shrubs, and trees, a student body o~ 
3500, all of these are characteristic of Ithaca 
College - a quiet place in the Finger Lakes 
Region of New York. 
Everyone is content here. Or at least they're 
quiet about their anxieties. Last year 150 
students marched in a circle, with approxi-
mately the same number watching. 111at is the 
extent of the hostile demonstrations on the 
Ithaca College campus. 
There is no S.D.S. here. No students block-
ing doorways and the only thing holding up 
registration was a delay in its opening, not 
the protests of the students. While we don't 
agree with the goals of S.D.S., it certainly has 
gotten many University Administrators and 
faculty to think a bit more about student 
rights. 
The educational experience is quite differ-
ent at Ithaca College. Many students don't 
really give a damn about politics, the war, or 
Furthermore, the DA manual describes this 
change and how the effect will be for most 
situat1011s " ... The DA's job is to try to be 
helpful ro the individuals and groups directly 
111\"olvcd in rule enforcement. 
"This change of responsibility will not ex-
empt you from all sticky situations. All staff 
members, all responsible dorm members for 
that matter, are liable to find themselves in 
some difficult position. For in dormitory liv-
ing the behavior of any one member so often 
affects others in the group that there arc fre: 
qucnt conflicts between the wishes of an indi-
dividual and the interests of others in tlui. 
group. It may help to remember that discus-
sion of the problem can often be successful 
and may make it unnecessary to treat the case 
:1s a disciplinary one." 
Thus it is very difficulty to defme the role 
of :i DA. \\'e nuy only conclude that their 
authority has been delegated to House Coun-
cils and is a smooth and efficient transition. 
In the \Vomen's dorms the House Council is 
rhe authority. Harvey Huth, director of Men's 
residences concluded to us that, "l\1ale DA's 
have been advised to approach only those 
discipline cases where the House Council is 
either unable or unwilling to handle them." 
The House Councils are the authority in most 
cases. 
Anyone who watched the Demo-
cratic National Convention should 
be interested to know that Chi-
cago's Mayor Daley is alive and 
well right here on the J.C. cam-
pus. He's traveling incognito, but 
then just how incognito could 
Mayor Daley be? Being quite 
subtle, he's merely changed his 
name from Mayor Daley to Pro-
fessor Daly. 
On two successive nights last 
week Professor Daly made dra-
matic appearances, hoping not to 
be recognized; but his reaction-
ary, bombastic, old-politics style 
remarks quickly gave him away. 
The first night, at a discussion of 
the Democratic Convention 
(irony?) he commented that 
David Radin (who demonstrated 
in Chicago) and the others who 
sought to improve the system 
were "too damn self-righteous." 
If Mayor Daley is the George 
Wallace of the North, as some 
have suggested, tl_!en I submit 
that Professor Daly is the Mayor 
Daley of South Hill. 
Lynne Rawlings '71 
GWTW 
The following night, at an or- Editor: 
ganizational meeting of the Free Lauralyn Bellamy has grossly 
University for Social Action misjudged the classic "Gone with 
(FUSA), Daly took over the floor the Wind" if she equates the 
in an attempt to dissuade stu- descriptive adjective "timeless" 
dents .from registering. He advo- which was applied to the film 
cated sticking with the old es- with a condoning of the type of 
tablished style of education, society portrayed in the picture. 
pointing out that if students What does a movie pointing out 
can't be interested in history and the disasters and misbegotten 
Shakespeare without wanting to romances of a civil war era have 
be involved in social action, then, to do with the Vietnamese con-
"There must be something wrong flict or race relations in contem-
with your education." Good point. porary A?terica? If anything, 
Anyway, since some problems "Gone with the Wind" depicts a 
Who's A Hypocrite? 
Editor: 
To paraphrase a thought in 
last week's Ithacan, I am getting 
sick and tired of watching self. 
righteous hypocrites take an in. \ 
nocuous item, create an issue, and , 
then, just to be "in,'' proclaim 
themselves the know-it-all savior '\ 
of the cause. To be blunt, I'm re-
ferring to an article entitled 
"Gone With The Wind?" The gist 
of the story was that "Gone With 
The Wind" was nothing more \ 
than an attempt to "evoke de-
sires for undisputed (white) . 
supremacy, for grand entrances, \ 
ornamental women, and faithful 
darkies." 
Nowadays it seems to be fash- l-, 
ionable to search for any hint of ' 
prejudice, whether it's there or t 
not. "Gone With The Wind" no 
more advocates white supremacy 
than it advocates the beliefs of 
Jefferson Davis. Perhaps Miss 
Bellamy would have liked to see 
all the Negroes in "G.W.T.'\V." 
portrayed as Sidney Portier-Madi-
son Avenue types, Oxford edu-
cated, wearing a Brooks Brothers' 
suit, carrying a briefcase. 
Many people today have pre. 
determined ideas of the past, 
present, and future. The future 
will be a glorious day of brother-
hood where all men will be equal. 
The present is a time of great .... 
turmoil where the good guys do 
battle against hate, prejudice, 
squalor, evil, poverty, and Hubert l. 
Humphrey. The past is hazy be- . 
cause everything was so bad, yet 
the Miss Bellamy's of the world 
would have us ignore any speci-
to knock the other, what are we accomplish-
ing? 
The other night we had reason to catch 
their "20-20" newscast. Referring to a story 
in the Ithacan, WICB News headlined it with, 
" ... concerning the article appearing in to-
day's Ithacan and what WICB News has 
learned as the truth .... " We don't believe 
they have to right to call it the truth or con-
demn what we have said, in a "objective news-
cast." The news should be reported but with-
out the opinion of the newsman or news direc-
tor. 
may never be solved, why try 
to solve them by social action? 
That time could well be spent 
studying history . . . 
Another parallel between May-
or Daley and Professor Daly from 
the FUSA debate: while Mayor 
very magical but sad chapter in 
our history. The film is timeless 
because it is so faithful to the 
actual circumstances of the lat-
ter ~9th century South . . . of 
which we are neither proud nor 
ashamed, but accept as having 
fic evils. Slavery and white \ 
supremacy? It apparently didn't 1 
exist. 
The Ithacan reserves its opinions for the 
editorial page, we hope that WICB will an-
nounce that they are about to air an editorial 
before -giving their own special slant to a 
story, rather than distort their "20-20" news 
so often. 
As in most stories we hope this will have 
a happy ending. That someday the radio sta-
tion in the bright shinny new building will 
act as professional in their newscasts as they 
do in their new offices. 
the domestic crisis. They're content tc; sit and 
watch and let others do it for them. They 
don't even give a damn about the government 
running Ithaca College. How many students 
have run for office in student government and 
had no opposition? 
What is the solution? Is it just that the 
activists don't apply to Ithaca College, or per. 
hap~ are blended in wih the rest of the apa-
thenc mass? \Vhatever the. reason, something 
must be done to correct this. 
The Ithacan has written countless editorials 
on student apathy. Student leaders, faculty 
and administration have sat down and dis-
cussed this situation at endless meetings. But 
it is up to you as the individual student at 
Ithaca College to make your four year here 
the best possible in every way. It is up to you, 
not to your roommate to make Ithaca College 
move. Don't wait and put it off. It's the very 
least you can do. Do something! 
Daly may have represented the occurred. 
majority forces at the Conven- Would Miss Bellamy take of-
tion, Professor Daly represented fense at "Othello" or "The Mer-
the minority forces at the FUSA I chant of Venice" being called 
meeting. However, while the timeless classics, because of the 
(IJ.P.D. 
C.P.S. 
The fact is that the future is 
maleable. It can be changed by 
what we do now, in the present. 
But nothing, absolutly nothing, 
can change the past. 
Last week's letter protested the 
portrayal of Negroes in the 
Please turn to page 17 
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The Spectator 
by Pete Cowan 
In this election year, we are faced with a disturbing choice 
of candidates. Many voters seemingly have decided to "look 
the other way," thus discarding their right to vote for the presi-
dent, voting only for local officials. These people feel that there 
is very little difference between Humphrey and Nixon and that 
a vote for either one is a wasted vote. Many people on this 
campus fall into this category. The main reason is the candi-
dates' positions on the war. This, of course, is the issue that hits 
the student the_ hardest, and, unfortunately, is the one on 
which Nixon and Humphrey are indeed Tweedledum and 
Tweedledee. 
The right to vote, however, is not just a right, but a privi-
lerrc and a responsibility. Every qualified American should be 
p;oud to vote in a presidential election no matter how unsavory 
the choice. 
Those of us who may have to come face to face with the 
war can't allow Vietnam to become the sole issue in November. 
;\Jany of us who can't decide between Nixon and Humphrey 
have already made one choice. We have decided that third 
party candidate George Wallace is definitely not the man for 
the job, but is a real threat. The fact that he is gaining support 
rapidly means that we must reconsider before registering our 
protest by not voting in November. Every vote that is not cast 
for Humphrey or Nixon is a vote for \Vallace, and if enough 
l people fail to vote, Mr. Wallace's dream could become a night-
i mare for the rest of us whether you cast a vote for Humphrey 
l· or Nixon, it is a vote against Wallace and, therefore, a vote well 
\ cast. 
l , Musi~,.1~!:ViebwD .dB :f·, _,. very 1mpress1ve rec1ta was given y av1 erman, 
'l the flute instructor here at Ithaca. The recital consisted of 
[_·.·' Konzert No. I in D major by Georg P. Telemann, Incontri by 
r, Jurg Baur, Sonata op. 14 by Robert Muczynski, Trio in G 
\ major (The London) for two flutes and bassoon, assisted by 
Edward Gobrecht and Jerrold Meinwald, and finally a truly· 
beautiful work by Andre J oliver ( which to this listener was the 
highlight of the evening), entitled Pastorales de Noel. Jolivet is 
a contemporary French composer, who is noted for his atonalism, 
experimental sonorities, rhythmic and dynamic effects. How-
ever, this piece was far removed from Jolivet's usual style, 
, since a beautifully lyric and lush texture was apparent through-
-. out the entire work. Unfortunately, the level of performance 
l
~· 'did not entirely match that of the music. A few fraction late en-
trances seemed to break up the continuity of the phrases, which 
in this serene and flowing work, was rather essential. 
However, the recital on the whole was very good. Mr. Ber-
. man displayed a very exciting technique, especially in the 
Baur and Muczynski works. Mr. Berman also showed a very 
; deep involvement in the music, especially through changes of 
1
,. facial expressions which reflected different musical moods. The 
\ only really detracting feature in Mr. Berman's performance was 
· his tone which was occasionally airy. Mr. Berman's accompanist 
was Alpha Hockett, who performed admirably, although she 
tended to overpower the flute occasionally. 
! 
i 
1\l FUSA 
by Peter Orville 
Ii.• The Free University for Social Action now offers a total 
I 
of 12 courses. These will be quite beneficial to the 185 people 
who have enrolled in them. Our goal, however, it to do I?ore 
than simply offer courses. Eventually, we hope that our ~cuons, 
coupled with similar actions of other campus groups will lead 
to a substantial change in the workings of Ithaca Colle~e. 
\Ve all know that movements for campus reform exist on 
other campuses in this country. Unfortunately, many of us only 
tl11nk about these when major flare-ups occur. Campus r~form 
movements are not limited to Columbia, Berkeley, and Wiscon-
sin. Many campuses have forces for change that have been 
~
' \\:orking, yet' we rarely hear of them because there was a lack of 
- )violence. 
A recent graduate of LC. who is now taking graduate ~vork 
1 in Canada has sent me some information about the National 
1 Union of Students in Canada. Some of the statements made by 
\
.} this group are di;ectly applicable to all campuses, and would 
/ be well to keep in mind. 
"We must have a commitment to uniting theory and prac-
tice and building our gener_alizations out ?f our experiences. \Ve 
are committed to democratic and humans1tc values. Consequent-
ly, we are opposed to authoritarian forms of social organizati?n 
that repress self-determination and self-development and we aim 
at democratization of education and, necessarily, the dcmo-
cratiztion of our society. 
Within the educational system, this includes the master-
I 
~lave relationships in the classroom and the exclusion of the stu-
dent from the departmental, faculty and overall governing 
,: structures of the university._ St
1
udents muhstdgainf ?ecision:makingd 
power with regard to curncu um, met o s o mstruct1on an h methods of examination. Together with the faculty, they must 
I gain control of the university. Ultimately, this will mean the 
. elimination of the Boards of Governors as an autonomous body, 
,j __ in favor of a one-tiered, representative democratic senate. 1\j;;;~ "Decentralization of decision-making will also have to be a part 
; of this restructuring." I j' This part of the dialogue that exists in Canada. At Ithaca 
·1 College, we have had a notice~ble lack of dialogue on these 
issues. Perhaps it would be wise to start one. \Ve welcome 
your comments. Address all comments to FUSA, box L-21, 
I I Ithaca College, Ithaca, N.Y. 1485~. . .. , In the future, this column will reflect varymg opm1ons on \ . pertinent issues. At times? I will turn this space over to a guest i • "luthor. I welcome all amcles. . \I!".
by George Budin 
, It's eight o'clock, Friday night, the name of the game 1s ''I 
don t know, where do you want to go?" or "How to make the 
least of your Friday night date." 
St~p One--:- Proceed to the Chappa Lippa Fraternity 
dance m the Union wreck room . Nausea is cheap and quick 
~ere , or as one survivor put it , "Ashes to ashes , dust to dust , 
1f the band doesn't get you , the beer must." If you are female 
and your date bocomes interested in a higher hemline across the 
room or if you are male and your date has had the past seven 
dances with a Chappa Lippa brother , go on to step two. 
Step Two - Try the downtown "Bland" theater where 
the outside display reads "Camelot." If the feature attraction 
turns_ out_to be the story of a proprietor of a parking lot for 
Arabian beasts of burden , try something else. 
Step Three - Go to the "Something Else' 'tavern. Order 
" d bl " 0 f' . h " k h a ou e . nee you. 1ms your roe s on t e rocks" and pay 
your two dollars and fifty two cents , try again . 
Step Four - Try "Nero's Pizza Parlor" ~vhcrc you can 
watch the chef fiddle as your pizza burns. 
Step Fi~e. - Tu_rn to the "Slate" theater where "Campus 
of the Apes 1s playmg. If the show turns out to be the true 
story of Cornell , initiate step six. 
Step Six - Flee from the downtown Ithaca area aboard 
one of our swift buses. You will be safely back on South Hill 
in just less than two hours. 
Step Seven - Enjoy a snack at the "Pub," the only place in 
the world wher~ you ca': watch as your hamburger walks away 
from you , leavmg a trail of grease . You can roar with laughter 
as you watch the poor schmuck at the next table breaks his 
front teeth on a french fry and sob_ bitter tears over the, plight 
of your own stomach . If you keep 1t down ; try , try , agin . 
Step Eight - Try our fine bowling lanes . If you should 
happe~ t~ pick up too s~all a ball and you travel down the 
lane with it and score a stnke , congratulations , you learn fast ! 
Step Nine - This may be mandatory after steps seven and 
eight , the campus clinic . 
. Step Ten - This is your final and most challenging step . 
Limp your way across campus with thirty seconds before your 
date's curfew . 
UHlYJf JlEYJElli 
by Lorin Weigart 
STRAND-"Gone With The Wind." Still running strong, mmt 
julips and all. 
CINEMA-"For Love of Ivy." Delightful and different from 
Sidney Poitier's usual fare. 
STATE-"The Ugly Ones." Another "bang-bang, shoot 'em up" 
western from, (where else?) Italy. 
TEMPLE-"The Graduate." If you haven't seen 1t by now, 
you're really behind. 
ITHACA-( sec below). 
Somehow you'd like to get involved with "Inadmissible 
Evidence," but two hours of obscurity and blandness dictate 
otherwise. Not that it couldn't have been good. It's raw ma-
terial _has the potential of being an cxc1tmg and stimulating 
experi'cnce, but raw material you can find in the hills around 
picturesque Lake Cayuga. 
This non-plus production is all about a British \\'illy Loman, 
Bill l\faitland, a middle class lawyer who is unloved and un-
wanted by his f<!mily and business associates alike. His trouble 
lies in the unfortunate fact that he 1s now forty and has never 
had to make a responsible decision in his life, so between two 
wives, innumerable mistresses and tranquilizing pills, he be-
comes shocked to find that he had faded so far away from life 
that he can never hope to get back in. He criticizes every stereo-
typed person he sees and condemns his daughter's generation 
which he cannot comp1chcnd. The tensions keep on piling and 
the heartaches keep gnawing at him until the bitter end. I only 
wonder how he managed to last this long. 
It's a good start, but the whole character is surface treated 
with no real insight into this lonely man. Credit must be given 
that it never becomes soap opera scenes of sickcnmg sympathy. 
\Ve hav'e been spared that. It's always objective, but also sterile. 
Every person Bill meets, be it friend or client is supposed to 
mean something in his realization process. These relationships 
are so remote that they cease to push the action on, but have 
the effect of a stop sign instead. What does strengthen BiH's 
character and predicament like none of the other devices are 
the quiet montages, those walks through London trying to find 
the city he once knew, the girls he once loved; those shots of 
the beach when he was younger and still alive are the reinforce-
ments in the skeleton of the story. But they arc rare because 
this film likes to talk all the time even when it has nothing to 
talk about. 
And so it goes for a museum of loose ends and seeing how 
long it can avoid any resolution to the opening sequence. When 
it finally comes and drops one begins to ·wonder if it's impor-
tant at all. It's really just one more incident to illustrate how 
Bill is a victim of circumstances. No court of lav,· can give this 
man justice because they don't understand him. By the same 
token, I'm not sure if John Osburn who adapted his play for 
the screen really understands Bill. You can't tell from this film . 
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C omrtt:em poraury §o 1l.ll1I1ldl 
by Bob Joe 
La~t year I \\ ro~e a column condemning '·Top -10·· rock 
and roll ,~·hilc pra15111g the underground 5ound. This tm1e 
around lets rnerse the field ~OllH'\\'hat. Kern this is not to 
defend the Top 40 format; rather If 1, a pos1t1\·e look at the 
l1m1ted amount of music It does e:-.posl'. 
_Jn the last year or so, 1t\ become \Tty hip to treat rock 
rnu,!c _1ntcllcctually. Fme, Or IS 1t? f don't think ~o. Rock 
music Itself, at its roots, 1s not 1ntcllectual. \Vith the exception 
of the ~Iothcrs of Invention and Country Joe and the Fish, no-
body, mclud1_ng the_ Beatles, deal~ with messages. Yet a rash 
of young reviewers rns1st on treatmg every word, indeed every 
cl~ord as somcthmg to he compared with the importance of 
V1ctna!11. \Vhat gives? As for myself, I dig music, I like to write 
~bout Jt, but I try nor to get earned away by its relative ( un) 
1mp_on~nce. If the song is good, if you feel good by humming it 
or s1ngmg along, then Its done the Job. 
A~d that's wl~erc Top 40 music comes in. A lot of people 
are qrnck to p1.1t It down as reecnyhoppcr, bubble gum non-
content, etc. \Veil, it's nice to put up an intellectual fro~t but 
I.'ll (~cr_.you'd _ca tel~ rh_esc., same people singing along to· John 
Fred s Judy m D1sgu1se. Or how about "Yummy Yummv 
Yummy'' ( I've got Joye in my tummy)? The lvrics ·clon't me;~ 
a helluva lot, but it's catchy. Can we sav the same for the 
Do?rs? '"Light l\Iy Fire" and "Hello I Love You" were great, 
rhc1'. ~!bum curs are another stor~·. The Doors arc accomplished 
mus1cr_ans, there 1s no question about that. Their lead guitarist 
had six years experience on the classical guitar. Technicallv. 
as ~he song ~ocs, ')ou couldn·t get much higher." But some ~f 
the1_r stu~~ 1s bon_ng. Dead!~,. Try singing along to "Horse 
La~nudcs some time. I don t mean to single out the Doors. 
Qu1t_e a few other "underground" groups fall into this bag. The 
~amlla Ft~dg_e, the m~1ch heralded Big Brother and the Holding 
Co., fall victim to this dull excellence as well. 
In any case, music isn't black and white in its categories. 
For every pomt _for, there is a point against. But I can't sec any 
:oom for super-mtcllectual critiques in a field that is basically 
1~tellectual. You ~an have the green icing melting in the park, 
I II take the love 111 my tummy. 
A View From The Left 
· by Kevin Brownell 
I~ is m \ygue, of late. ~o attach lablcs to certain politically 
or socially o'.1ented groups. fhe target of many of these vocifer-
ous lambastmgs has been the New Left and this writer has 
taken it upon himself to answer these n;me callers. 
In this campaign year of 1%8, we have seen the emergence 
of a three party system. 1:hcre are the conservatives, the middle-
of-the-roaders and the liberals. Unfortunately, only the first 
t\VO of these have endorsed candidates for the Presidencv. 
From within the conservative realm, two candidates ha;e 
emerged. One speaks of "the forgotten American" and the 
other attacks the pseudo-intellectuals." 
qeorge C. \Vallace, candidate for the Presidency on th~ 
Am~ncan Inde~endent ticket, carries out his daily crusade 
agamst the harbmgers of sure destruction-the student activists 
the New L<:ftis~s,. th~ "pse1:1d0-intellectuals" - because they, b:/ 
way of thelf civil d1sobed1ence and mass demonstrations are 
a~aint the American \Vay. l\.fr. \Vallace, 'Who never finished 
high school and \~ho never went to college, except to try and 
keep James Mendeth out, should have read his American 
History a little better. He then might have seen the statistics 
related . to the American War fo: Independence giving the 
~opulanty_ for the war at only thirty percent, and that is a 
hbe_r~l estJ~a~e. ~ese thirty percent were your social and 
political act1v1sts. I ake a look, l\lr. \Vall ace. These were your 
"pseudo-intellectuals." 
As_ for the -~epublicans, they arc again living up to their 
name, m the spmt of Richard ::\I. Nixon and Spiro T. Agnew. 
"Fearless F~sdick" and companion storm their way around the 
countl):: 1ssumg forth the demagoguery which is typical of their 
past .. "fhe forg~tten American" is for whom :\Ir, Nixon says 
he will Will. He 1s the man who hke_s thmgs the way they arc, 
are most, would make a conservative move to correct small 
pro1?lcms such as unemployment, poverty and racial prejudice. 
He 1s the_ mar? wh~ never no~s. who never s:1-~·s anything against 
the war m Viet Nam, who 1s truly the spmt of 1776 ... the 
good old type of honest, American citizen. 
. In answer to "Tricky Dick," I can only point to my prc,·-
1ous statements fired at George \Vallace. Your "foro-otten 
Amercan,'" if he was the kmd ,·ou sav he was would hav~ been 
f<;>uml in either the thirty per~ent of the po;ulation who \Vere 
1 ones, hardly the spot for an honest .\merican citizen to 
find himself, or in the forty percent who couldn't give-a-damn 
w_ho _ran the coun~ry, or in what_ "?Y· This ,vould tend to put 
him m a class which seems to co111c1de with the one which vou 
say the '·forgotten American'' is in ... the apathetic class. , 
. i\lay I say to you t\\'o fine specimens of American poli-
tical hero-types, you can call names all you want, but when 
you start to, you better look to sec what ;-ou are, first. 
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'lfJhrrree Nmmed T~ 
by Gazzy 
Did you know that ... money 
talks and nobody walks at I.C. 
... self-sufficiency isn't a virtue 
... Pat Paulsen advocates bullet 
control rather than gun control 
. . . there is a swinging saloon 
in Ludlowville ... Bob Hope was 
slighted because he was not asked 
to entertain the troops in Chi-
cago ... Mr~. Baker makes great 
chocolate chip cookies - thanx 
Dick . . . nimble fingers and 
thieving minds are already peel-
ing parking stickers off J.C. cars 
. . . Tuesday nite Gamma Delta 
had a faculty-student tea . . . 
what goes up must come down, 
but not at the same time on that 
Alan Hyman, editor of The 
Ithacan announced the appoint-
ment of Dave Brownstein, Cheryl 
Gelb. and Jean Stillitano to this 
year's editorial staff. 
Cheryl Gelb, the lthacan's fea-
ture editor since last January, has 
moved up to the position of Man-
againg Editor. Previously a news 
staffer, Cheyl is a Junior Lit ma-
jor who lists "reading and writ-
ing" as her main interests. The 
new managing editor, who hails 
from Poughkeepsie, N. Y., was 
business editor of her high school 
yearbook .,nd a member of the 
newspaper staff. An active cam-
pus participant, Cheryl is a mem-
ber of President's Host and Zeta 
Sigma Nu, floor counsellor for 
the co-ed dorm, and a past House 
Council member. Also a FUSA 
staircase · · · two guys are look- participant, she "hopes to go in-
ing for a ride to Boston next to advertising and publishing" 
weekend-Powell where are you? after graduation. 
... D.K. has finally found a sue- A second semester Junior, Dave 
cessor to Kathy Clune . . . I.C. Brownstein is the lthacan's new 
girls are going to hold a lure Photography Editor. A Radio-TV 
major from Guaynabo, Puerto 
mixer for Cornell next year · · · Rico, Dave was an assistant to 
the double feature this week at the previous photography editor, 
the drive-in is "The Bible" and and worked the photography an-
"Laurel and Hardy" . . . most gle for four years on his high 
people were under the false im- school yearbook and newspaper. 
pression that the Drug Survey He is an active member of Sigma 
was confidential ... ? Alpha Nu and a past d-j for 
d¾Blfiff W44i?i4d#fo·ilt4·\S4, .. ··§SW WICB-FM. A strong surfing fan, 
the new photo editor "plans to 
work in cinematography or mo-
tion picture filming after I.C." 
Dave Brownstein 
The 
RECORD 
RUNNER 
IL.P's 
451s 
99c 
49c 
Check Ad Page 3 
Jean Stilliatano, a Sophomore scholarship for the Blair Summer 
Lit major from Trenton, N.J., is School of Journalism through her 
the lthacan's new Feature Editor. work on the city paper, Trenton 
A previous Ithacan news staffer, Times. The new feature editor is 
Jean was a four year feature also employed by the Union Desk, 
writer for her high school news- enjoys "dancing, sports, and 
paper and editor of the lit maga- writing," and plans "grad and 
zine. In 1966, she received a career work in journalism." 
Tl-IE SAVOYARDS* ANNOUNC'E 
OPEN 
TRYOUT_S 
!FOR ILfEADS AND CIHIORIUS 
IlN <GDlLIBER1f" ANID) SUlll.UVAN"$ 
lrR~Al [BY J U·RY 
SEPTEMBER 30 thru OCTOBER 2 
7:30 - 110:00 IP.M. 
(Ques1l'ions 11'0 - 273 - 2018) 
* 7!Due Savoyards is an organizatl:ion based at CornelD Unwe11'sify 
whose main activity is the production of Gilbert and Sullivan 
operettas. It traditionally weclomes into" membership interested 
persons from Ithaca College and the surrounding area as well as 
Cornell Students. ·., ,.,, ... : :.: ..... ,·-~-·-J·?._._,_~e· .. ::.0:~~~ .. ,e-,'"'!iil~ 
Greek Columns 
Pi Lambda Chi 
by Brewster Ely 
Newhart Lodge was the scene 
of Pi Lam's first party of the sea-
son, held in honor of alumni 
brother Jim Updyke, who is soon 
to report to Uncle Sam. Music 
and drink, mostly the latter, 
enabled everyone to have a great 
time and a chance to really un-
wind. The full brotherhood was 
in attendance along with many 
guests. 
The Pi Lam intramural football 
team now posts a 2-0 record and 
it looks as if this might be the 
year for them to go all the way. 
Rushing is now in full swing 
after our first rush party last 
Thursday night and will soon be 
followed by the second on Octo-
ber 3. The third and final party 
will be at the Booster Club Lodge 
on October 11, Fall Weekend. 
Hopefully, all Greeks and 
dormitories are making their 
plans for entries to the annual 
Pi Lambda Chi Banner Day. All 
banners are to be displayed at 
the Susquehanna vs. Ithaca game 
on October 12. This event is a 
great deal of fun for all and we 
hope to see everyone participate. 
For all those who have been 
asking, Weird Harold is fine and 
still up to his antics. You can't 
teach an old dog new tricks. 
Sigma Alpha Nu 
by Bill Lawton 
Having successfully recovered 
from the dance last Friday, the 
brothers are making plans for 
the upcoming weeks. 
Our first rush party was a big 
success. We would like to extend 
an invitation to all J.C. men to at-
tend our second rush party which 
will be held Wednesday, October 
2, at the house, Terrace GA, from 
8-10 p.m. 
The brothers would also like 
to welcome all I.C. parents as 
they return to the campus for 
another Parents Weekend to see 
Ithaca College personified in 
beauty. 
Fall Weekend is not far away 
and plans are in the making for 
a stimulating weekend and a lot 
of high spirit. Get PSYCHED, 
brothers! ! ! ! ! 
On October 25, many of the 
brothers will be forming a motor-
cade to safari to the C.W. Post 
football game. It should be 
another first. 
We would like to thank all 
those who attended our dance 
last week - it was truly a crea-
tive act. 
GIEE'S SPORT SHOP 
210 W. State St. 
273 -6971 
0 Guns - New & Used 
0 Ammunition 
0 Reloading Equipment 
0 Quality Fishing Tackle 
0 Gun Supplies 
Country D~lil 
Rte. 9.6-B, Danby, N.Y. 
about 4½ miles from 
Campus 
Welcome Students 
LEGAL BEVERAGES 
GOOD FOOD 
Open 11 a.m. 
Grant Jones,-Prop. 
Kappa Gamma Psi 
by Joff Engel 
Kappa Gamma Psi is preparing 
for another very successful year. 
Sunday, September 8, Kappa gave 
its first open house recital of the 
year, which was also the first 
musical evening of the year on 
campus. Included in the recital 
were, Ed Bureket, Fred Flemper-
er, WayJ1e Scarborough, Jack 
:Mike, Don Riale, Alex: Taylor, 
Tony Pictricola and Rod Rodman. 
Robert Prins was the guest speak-
er, after which refreshments WP.'J:e 
served. Future recitals are 
planned for October 5 which will 
be part of a smoker, and Septem-
ber 23 which will be a closed re-
cital for parents and brothers dur-
ing Parents Weekend. 
Kappa Gamma Psi is not the 
largest music fraternity in the 
world. In fact, the Iota chapter 
in Ithaca has always been rather 
small. However, what we have 
lacked in quantity, we have made 
up for in quality. This may be 
best reflected by the distribution 
of Kappa brothers taking first 
chairs in the music school en-
sembles this year. 
Kappa's high quality may be 
also represented by the honorary 
members JOmmg during the 
last two years. These include, 
Donald Weilerstein, now teaching 
at the Cleveland Institute of 
Music and a participait at the 
Marleboro Music Festival this 
summer; Michael Gilbert the con-
certmaster of the American Sym-
phony and the Santa Fe Opera 
Co. Orchestra; The Vaghy String 
Quartet, including Einar Holm 
the cello instructor here for the 
last two years, and now touring 
Europe with Yehudi Menuhin, 
and finally John Covert, profes-
sor of frencb horn here for the 
last three years, and who will be 
performing three works for two 
horns with one of the two string 
orchestras on November 6. 
Phi Delta Pi 
ATTENTION women of the 
Physical Education world. Would-
n't you like to get to know more 
people in your field? Then why 
not come to Phi Delts' rush par-
ties. We are even giving you the 
opportunity to meet some of the 
big wheels on campus - the 
brothers of Phi Epsilon Kappa! 
Our first rush party will be held 
on September 24, followed by the 
mixer rush party October 3, and 
the traditional Invitational Tea 
on October 6. These parties will 
be held at Phi Delta Pi, Terrace 
Dorm 2, on the 1st floor lounge 
-with the exception of the mixer 
which will be announced later. 
Look for signs posted throughout 
the eampus for the times. Be 
sure and come to these rush par-
ties; after all, Phi Delta Pi is a 
professional Physical Education 
sorority and this is your profes-
sion. Broaden your field; get in-
terested in your professional 
sorority. 
Phi Delt is also busy with many 
other projects. The candy sale 
is really spreading throughout 
the campus but you can still ob-
tain some (or more) by getting 
in touch with a sister. 
Plans are being made for Phi 
Delt's booth for Fall Weekend, 
and we would like to congratu-
late our sister Dee Riley who bas 
been nominated for queen of Fall 
Weekend. 
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or A Fquntain 
Treat 
400 College Ave. 
Closed Wednesday 
We are continuing our work 
this year at Inunaculate. We hope 
to set up a definite program of 
after school activities for these 
youngsters. 
We also welcome Mary Heiry 
who is a transfer student from 
the University of Miami where 
she was a member of our Tau 
Chapter. Mary is now majoring 
in Physical Therapy but is still 
an active member of Phi Delta 
Pi. You can meet her at our rush 
parties too. 
We'll be looking forward to 
meeting you at our first rush 
party. See you then! 
Theta Alpha Pbi \ \ 
It's fu:Ys::~ a::::n for TAP , ·1 
as productions and projects begin \ 
to take shape. The first major 
ofefring. "The Man Who Came To 
Dinner," is now in rehearsal and 
will be given in late October or 
November - watch for announce-
ments. 
The annual TAP tea to wel-
come new students in drama and 
welcome back the "oldtimers" 
was held on September 15 in the 
Terrace and was well attended. 
Scenes from prominent Broadway 
shows were reenacted by fratern-
ity members and by recent dra-
matic scholarship winners from 
the freshman class. 
. November 2 is the date set for 
presentation of TAP's children 
show, "The Wizard of Oz." This 
traditional production will be 
performed for the college as well 
as for the townspeople of Ithaca, 
Bath and Hammondsport, New 
York. 
Theta Alpha Phi would Iike to 
publicly welcome Mr. George 
Hoerner, bead of ·the Drama De-
partmen·t, as its newly elected ad-
visor. We would also like to 
greet Mr. J. Weldon and Mr. A. 
Leach, recent appointees to the 
faculty. We are glad to have them 
with us. 
Parents Weekend is upon us 
and all students are invited to 
bring their families - either Fri- l 
day or Saturday evening - to 
"Mary Mary," the delightful com-
edy to ·be given in the Union Rec .. ' 
Room as the department's offer-
ing to tre visitors. Tickets should \ 
be picked up immediately upon 
registration. Once again TAP in- l·, 
vites the campus to support and rJ~-
participate in our functions and ' 
thus share some of the excite-
ment we feel in "our particular 
role" at I.C. 
I 
Phi Mu Alpha \ 
Phi Mu gave their first open 
house recital last Sunday. Per- , 
forming for Phi Mu were Greg l.J 
Trone, Gerry Kember, Keith '~ 
Ripka, Don Zega!, Rick Dray, 
Chris Langton, Dave Russell, 
Dave Kelsey, Jim Piekart, Doug \ 
Blaker, · and Jim Eylward. We '/ 
would like to thank all of those I 
who attended the recital and ex- ' 
press the hope that future social 
events will recive the same at- I 
tention. 
After Parents Weekend this i·'. 
year, Phi Mu will continue their ·: 
activities with a Fall Smoker, 
October 6. The purpose of all L ; 
fraternity smokers is to ac- \ 
quaint non-members with the \ 
functions and purposes of the fra-
ternity. Tlie Fall Smoker is es- : 
pecially important for the fresh- ·1 
men who want to find out more '\· 
about fraternities in general. 1 
IFC schedules smokers so that ~ 
fraternities with similar functions -"'fi"" 
do not bold their smokers at the · 
same time. This gives everyone a 
chance to make a decision about '\i 
the frats, based on bis own ex- \ 
perience with the organization. ' 
Speaking at our Fall Smoker 
this year will be Mr. Richard 
Esterman, newly appointed head 
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of the Humanities program in the 
School of Music and professor of 
music history. Due to Mr. Ester-
man's past experiences we anti-
cipate a very interesting speech. 
As well as having studied with 
Herbert von Karajan, Mr. Ester-
man has conducted several or-
ganizations both here and abroad. 
After a recital given by the 
brothers, refreshments will be 
served and there will be time for 
an informal talk with the broth-
ers and Mr. Esterman. The Smok-
er is screduled for Monday, Octo-
ber 6, 1968 at 7:30 p.m. We are 
looking forward to it, and hope 
that all male students interested 
in music will try to be there. 
Delta Phi Z~ta 
by Cheri Kroft 
Friday, September 20, was the 
date of Delta Phi's first party of 
the semester, and it was a tre-
mendous success. The party was 
a "B.Y.0." held here at our house, 
and hopefully it started a trend 
for more parties of this nature 
in the future. Several couples ar-
rived in some very unique cos-
tumes, and the Cold Duck was 
flowing in abundance. The week-
end was rounded out for many 
of us by the DK and Pi Lam par-
ties on Saturday night, as well 
as the arrival of several alumnae 
sisters. 
Rushing is now underway and 
Delta Phi extends a cordial invi-
tation to all Ithaca College wo-
men to attend our second rush 
party on Tuesday, October 1, 
from 7-9 p.m., at our house (Ter-
race One). We hope that all who 
attended our first rush party on 
',~ · Wednesday night will come back 
~ i to the second, as well as all those 
\
/: .l w~e:e':~a;:a::: ~:i::e::id for 
Greek Sing, in the hopes that we 
will win the plaque again this 
year. We are also working on 
our booth for the Fall Weekend 
, Carnival. And if you haven't 
'· bought your ticket yet, the sisters 
l 
\ 
of Delta Phi are selling them 
every day in the Union Lobby. 
Delta Phi is involved in activi-
ties other than social. We are 
currently planning several in-
formal discussions with various 
professors, and our service com-
mittee is at work planning proj-
ects which will enable us to help 
l·, underprivileged children in the 
"flt. , city of Ithaca. 
-;- · · Congratulations are in order 
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for sisters JoLynn Seibert and 
Wendi White upon their nomina-
tions for Fall Weekend Queen, 
and to Richie Miller, Delta Phi's 
candidate for King. We would 
also like to congratulate Pam 
Bradley on her pinning. 
!PARENTS i Y Y 
Subscribe ll'o 
THE ITHACAN 
$10 for 26 exciting 
issues. 
THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LOUNGIE 
<> 
Come with your 
dates and dance 
to a smooth band 
every Saturday night 
<) 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 272 - 9715 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Rushing is of prime importance 
to the members of the Greek com-
munity at this part of the semes-
ter and Delta Sig is no exception. 
Our next open rush will be held 
at the Coddington Restaurant on 
Coddington Road on Oct. 1 from 
9-11 p.m. All male students ma-
joring in Business, Accounting or 
Economics or who are interested 
in persuing a career in business 
are urged to attend. 
Last week's special meeting re-
sulted in the election of Bob 
Good to the position of Profes-
sional Chairman. Since Delta Sig 
is a national social-professional 
fraterhity we provide ourselves 
with a professional program. Our 
occasional professional meetings 
are open to all interested per-
sons. Bob will have the respon-
sibility for planning and coor-
dinating the Professional Pro-
gram for the year. 
Gamma _Delta Pi 
by Judy Williams 
Needless to say, as can be seen 
by the great tans and many smil-
ing faces, the Sisters of Gamma 
Delta had a fantastic summer. 
Whether we stayed home, work-
ed, went to summer school, or 
traveled, each returned to I.C. 
with a treasure chest of memor-
ies. 
The summer months brought 
happiness to 5 of our sisters. Our 
best wishes are extended to sis-
ters Katie McLaughlin, Cathy 
Baker, and Carol Jenove on their 
recent marriages and to Sue 
Cashdollar and Gail Blubaugh for 
their recently announced engage. 
ments. 
Our first social event, a new 
innovation to the Greek Commun-
ity, was held Sept. 17 in our chap-
ter room. 1n an attempt to foster 
better and more personal relation-
ships between the students and 
faculty of Ithaca College, Gamma 
Delt sponsored our first "Teach-
ers'-Pet" tea. It was fun to see our 
awesome professors in an atmos-
phere other than the classroom 
and it certainly was interesting 
to find out how truly human they 
can be! 
Plans are now being formulated 
for our Third Birthday Party 
which will be held at the Ware-
house this year. There will be 
free beer for the first one hun-
dred people and the entertain-
ment is going to be the greatest! 
So Greeks be sure to keep the 
evening of October 8, open 
for our Third Birthday Party 
which promises to be more fan-
tastic than the Second one. 
Since returning from vacation, 
Inter-Fraternity Council has been 
busily planning I.F.C. Fall Week-
end. We would like to congratu-
late sisters Patti Heydt, nomi-
nated by Sigma Alpha Nu, Linda 
Brunini, nominated by Kappa 
Gamma Psi, and Judy Williams, 
nominated by Phi Epsilon Kappa, 
on their nomination for Fall 
Weekend Queen, and wish the 
best of luck to Russ Marron of 
Pi Lambda Chi, our nominee for 
Fall Weekend King. 
And, last but not least, we wish 
a speedy recovery to sister Cheryl 
Greene who, unfortunately, has 
spent the last two weeks in the 
infirmary. We miss you, Cheryl, 
so get well soon! 
/Phi Epsilon Kappa 
The brothers wish to congratu-
late Jack Michalak and his new 
wife, Judy, on their recent mar-
riage. We wish them the best of 
luck in the future. 
\Ve would also like to wish a 
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!Scrubs 
.. I 
:' , : ~ ··.:~7~'.,:~:q,,4.~~-1 I y M <C A 
': ,'.,\7:;,'.,:_:,,:{,::,,:'I : Sunday night at the Y.'.\TC.A. 
'· /' , '<",.':,' [ is usually a dead night However 
I 
this past Sunday the "Y" saw 
~ome ACTION! Action on the part 
of the brothers of Phi Epsilon 
I 
Kappa. :v1u chapter. 
Phi EK is the national men's 
ph)SiC'al C'ducation fraternity 
I foundC'd at IC. in 1926. The broth-ers of l\1u chapter have often 
participated in service projects 
in the local community. This past 
Sunday the men did a fine jcb of 
representing our fraternity. Also,: Six brothers are presently cleaning the swimming pool and 
John Serbalik is offering his I serving as officials for_ the pee- other areas of the "Y." The eight 
brothers who worked did so on 
Phi EK brothers clean the swimming pool at the YMCA. 
services as manager. Best of luck wee football program m Ithaca. 
their own time and did not re-for a successful season. I They are Dave Casey, Bob Hagan, ccive compensation. 
In intramural football, Phi I John Jang!, Marty Leibowitz, John The participating brothers are 
E. K. won their first game with ~ielson, and Sandy Overton. (I. to r.): John Nielson, Marty 
a resounding 29-0 victory over Lastlv but bv no means least. Leibowitz, John Jang!, Dave 
Delta Kappa. An outstanding de- the bro~~ers wa.nt to wish a quick . Casey: Dick Bake~, Don Alie~, 
' Charhe Moot and m the pool rs fense was the margin of differ- mend for our brother, Gary Bert Park. 
ence,_ but fin~ offensive. blockin~ 11\Ieierdicrcks. G_a? w~s _ injured 
by Jim Gunn mg and Vmce Chi- last week agamst Westchester 
earelli made the victory all the and sustained a severe fracture 
more sweet. The fine passing of of both bones of the lower left 
Greg Kulick and the good re- leg. He was one of the most de-
ceiving of Gary Carney also en- voted players on t~c team and 
abled the win. Greg Albano and I will be missed by the players and 
Dan Vena played excellent de- coaches for the remainder of the 
fensc and made a difficult game season. 
for the D.K. quarterback. We I Good luck to the varsity foot-
intercepted a total of 6 passes. ball team against Central Con-
i\uror11 ]nn 
~
Su>ce 1833 
Aurora-on-Cayua11 Lake 
Home of 
Wells College 
ROOMS O P'OOD O LOUNCII! 
Sunday 8-10. 12·30-J JO. S·J0-8 
Weekdos s-10. 12-2. 6-8 
315·364-9301 
...:::-,.. Owned by Wells C<>lle1e /. The first rush party for Phi 
I 
necticut. 
Epsilon Kappa will be on Octo- .-----------------------------: 
her 3. It will be a joint affair 
speedy recovery to brother Rick with our sister sorority Phi Delta 
Gehler who recently underwent Pi. All eligible male physical 
knee surgery. Rick was injured education majors arc urged to 
in the football scrimmage with attend. This year's pledge pro. 
Brockport. gram promises to be one of the 
This year's varsity soccer team best in many years. Think it 
finds Frank Annis and Don Allen over! 
Miss Ameri~a~ Shoes 
Cornell 
Laundry 
by SMARTAIREo 
.... 
fr~~'-..._ 
fj . I Jj /, 
", I 
fi' _,I 
ff.)CJy l:?>ic&: UJlp (Q]l1il<tll 
l?<tDir0s U(DO~Clr Slhlcjp) 
Ask for 1l'lhe Yellow 1l"ickell' 
la(Q]SieU'il'ileil'ilfr o{F lO>crrDffi1 ] fl 
(Men's IHligh !Rise) 
lroB' !Extra /Fast Service - 11Give us a ftJ1f11 
Main !Plant - 527 W. S1l'ate Stvee1l' 
273 - 3561i 
fl 
/J 
N i 
// / 
l:i I I t ..... • \ I) J, I ~ \1:..,.,1/·1.. __ } I '( Ii(~ . ..:.,, I 
<rYKZ~ ... ;)~:/// / 
\
·~\ g •:. _::· '·;, ;•' 7/! t' 
1 .; ~ \:. , • / , 0 
'/ \ .' ·i' t 1 
,: J/ . \j. . \/' /1 Ju 
----(!)-' ,! ,/ ___ _) 
:• I ft I 
'! 1/1 I/ . JI I 
"'_, 
Hop, skip and romp-away 1n r.1::;s /\mer·ica's 
ankle boot. In trad1t1onJI dirty buck. Fab 
with your favorite pantsuit. 
You Saw them on TV's AMERICAN !3ANDSTAND 
* Also large selection of shoe boots in 
Welcome 
Parents 
128 E. State St. 
Ithaca, New York 
Welcome 
!Parents 
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Welcome Parents! 
Welcome Stud eats! 
-
Welcome To The New ,, -
I 
--
-
-
--
ii4 Bo STATE STREET 
l. 
1· 
! 
I 
~· 
I 
IRDNGS 
PATTEN'S JEWELERS 
206 E. Stall'e Streell' 
Est. 1919 
eovergirl 
Don't wear this shoe to church 
"or the ~enior prom-otherwise, 
it's just about perfect for 
everywhere else! A traditional 
beauty, designed .to look and 
feel just right with your 
favorite fashions and colors. 
Come in an let us introduce 
you to Cover Girl's many 
campus styles. 
as advertised 
in Seventeen 
and lngenue 
$11.99 
·WILLIAMS SHOES 
CORNERSTATEiNDCAYUGA 
~ 
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ll<NIT OR CROCHET A NEW DR;S;--- - : I 
I 
large box of facial tissue. 
_.__, 
~UN~~ev~~~:,~~~~,ece;ve o 1
1 
AT \'{"""""-----.L--~ WE HONOR LOVE CARDS I 
WE CASH CHECKS 
,-=---20-4=N=. =Ti_o~_a_~_t. lE~Y-A_R_IN~S=fHl~()=--=~~-D~-o~w_-=~-ow=-:=_ -~-l ------------~~~-Au_r_or_a s_t. ____ i 
neld' to Post Office -206 E. Seneca St. 
fFOR YOUR CONVEN~ENCE 
We1ve opened a IRecordl, IPosite!!' & Novelty ID>eparrfrmell'llfr ~fr 
107 Souil'h Aa.u·oll"cn Sito 01m frlhe 
BULLSEYE 
Onstead of speciai saUes once Dli'll ~ whiUe we offfeli' yoQ.ll !LOW 
!RECORD f?IRDClES !EVIEIRY IO>A V 2 
iJ"ypic:al !Examples: 
Jefferson Airplane1 s 1!..atesir 
Peter, Paul & Mary1 s lLafres 
Jose 1Feliciano1s ll.ates 
99 
!Four Tops - Yesterdays Dreaunl'il 
Mamas & Papas - Goldell"il lEll'Cll llJ .S. 
5th Dimension - Stonedl Soll.!l ll 
Supersession - 18Uoomifielldl 
Su.opli"emes - rFunny Gili'll 
M.CBll'llY I Mc11rny Moli"e f 
lDaycGi<0, Posit®[r~ caarrucd] ~©lOITD'tt~ 
Black [Light:$ c!filmJ©] Wo~"ftOJJrr®~ 
Whell"il yowi (t!Jll'e Dll'il <CollUegefrowll'il sfrolJ) Dll'il <C11m!dl lbll"owse frlhli'o>11.og!h 
OMii' Sireireo °1rGIJ)es <Clim~ Casefrfres, l?<CJIJ)errlb<CJ«:k l8ooks & S!heefr 
Musoc. 
fBUILILS!EY!E us ope1m Moll'il.-1rlhiQ.Oir. & S(C]fr. ]]-7;~rra.fro~ll9 
COl!LrEGIET<OWN Moll"ilo-rFrrno ]0-9; S(t!]fr. HD-6; SWJ!l'il. ]-6 
Tlhe V1fT1iveTr£ilty Hilrn 
MU§JLC BOX 
2] 5 IOlllVIOIEN ROAD 
Just a !Few Steps up the Block from The Royal Palm 
273 - 8402 
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C:C>..,.PC>IA 
CAVlUJGA CAR WASH 
GOOD !EVERY DAY 
Reg. $1.50 
Exterior 
Wash 99~ INJOW . 
Ou.-.Good Only With This Coupon 
Check Our !Prices on Texaco Gas 
You'll Be Delighted 
4c Off Mon. thru Fri. 9 to 6 p.m. 
PER GAL. Sat. 9 to 5:00 Sun. 9 to 1 :30 P.M. 
Paper Void After 11-1-68 
SMOOTIHIO!E SIHlOl?S 
!Finest 01111 
{lJ 011c.ieD'lashioll'iJs 
. .,e::r, 
Debate Held: 
!Lit Majors Win 
On Wednesday, September 18, 
al 8:15 in the Union Rec. Room, 
a debate took place on the pros 
and cons of being a literature 
major. Those participating were: 
on the pro side, Dr. Emery and 
Paul Bennett; and on the con 
side, Dr. Baizer and Margie 
Kreker. The atmosphere was in-
formal and relaxed. · 
For those who did not attend, 
rather than a word by word ac-
count, perhaps a few of the more 
interesting statements made would 
suffice to give a general idea of 
what actually occurred. 
The opening question, posed by 
Dr. Baizer, was "Who are English 
professors?" To prove that Eng-
lish teachers arc born middle-
aged, he answered this question 
with an interesting anecdote, "Go 
to a maternity ward and pick out 
the most wrinkled baby - defi-
nitely an English professor." 
On the topic of English majors, 
Dr. Baizer advised students if 
they were undecided, not to de-
/FANTASTIC OPENING SALIE 
Many LP's -45's--49c 
AIL.IL 99c 
cide. He went on to issue humor-
ous warnings to varying classes; 
for the freshmen, he said, "there 
is hope;" for the juniors, "time 
is running out," for the seniors, 
"welcome to the club." 
Dr. Emery, v,ho spoke next, 
refuted the idea that majoring 
in lit is one of the world's greater 
evils and added that "there ac-
tually is much to be said for 
English majors." "Literature is 
one of the mainstays ·or society," 
he said, and followed this with a 
discussion of literature as a media 
of communication and self-expres-
sion. According to Dr. Emery, "if 
a man can express h1mself, he has 
bettered himself." 
Keane Appointed to 
I.C. Dance Company 
Vergiu Cornea, Assistant Pro. 
fessor of Drama and Dance, has 
appointed Paul Keane to be co. 
ordinating a~ociate of the Ithaca 
College Dance Company. Keane, 
~. 
:·. 
•,' 
\; 
,. 
a magna cum laude graduate of I 
1-
Ithaca College, is presently as,o. 
ciated with its faculty as an In. 
structor of English and a tutor 
of Expository Writing. A native 
-
of New Haven, Connccticul. 
'!' 
"i' 
·, 
;"" 
Supporting the con side of the Keane has been an llhaea res1- \ · 
argument and representing the· dent since 1965 and has co 11 • 
students' point of view, Margie 
spoke about the freshmen lit. tributed lo the dance reviews of ( __ . 
major's disenchantment, saying the Ithaca Journal. \ 
that his "shell of security" was 
rJhattered by the use of four-
----------- 'r,· 
lettered words. Often a "moral SENIORS-You Must Register 
Across from Triangle, Collegetown forced goals, ideas, standards-in 
and spiritual decay" result from for Graduation Before Novem- \ 
'l short, "conformity is a barrier to ber 7, 1968 At The Registrar's ;-
;.·;;.;- ;;,;;·-;,;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ s e If -expression and, therefore, to Office. 
i H O n D A':..-=~=;·~;~="·~.:_" o-,-et'l-,-riG~~=e=,=1l=e;tt,=6f=R=?t~ 
ltlCl>.\ fAlVl~\iS~P!S •· 
'"\or &t11.D~c J>a1&Nt~ n 
1~~\J(~i'fR ~te. ~ vis.itt our shop io,r 
Uatesil: itro {}0188 fashions 
11Remembeu A Specialist Can Always Serve 
You Better" 
~~NG DAY 
A 1r "'lrlHHE IBOOKSTOR!E 
SIErPTEMBER 30 
10:00 - 3:00 
A {FQJctl'orry li'te!J)rresell'iltl'cntove cf 
IL. G. l8aDffo1!.!lli' <Co. woU assest 
sfrt!,!Htllerrntl's Dll'il Oli"«ilerroll'!lgJ tlkieoir li'Dll'ilSJS. 
IPUCCJcc:e yoM1r oli'dell" Moll'ilc!ICDy <C1Jirnd 91efi' 
yoMli" ~Mstl'om madle rrong ll:,efoire 
ell'!ld oir exams. 
!Ncfre: $Ht00 clleposoil' ll"eqMorred. 
~ 130 e.. S1'ci:Te. S."t 
~;., Coseniin,s ~hce S~cre.. 
looo ~wea\e~ \n ol\ ~ 
~'" men Q~ °'~ --~~ on1 ~ 
cil. MIi.i. O\l'l'Lt'T PR\C.E~ 
0\A.t" l>, \'&~ rJ1.. Ot-rcil\on 
E.no..'o\e~ U.4S. -to 'br\n<\ "\O\Aa 
G.Ul.\t¥ ~\CLlt!1'S 
at bis:;ni :~m be.\,e,(e , 
Open].;~ 9:00-S:Ob Fr,,l,,.y~ 'f:OtJ-,:oo 
When in Ithaca 
Visit 
the most complete 
department store in 
the Finger Lakes Region 
Open 9:45 to S: 15 
Friday nite 'til 9 P.M. 
CLOSED MONDAYS 
State & Tioga St. 
Phone 272-5000, 
'\ 
~·· 
' 
\.i 
; 
\ 
. I. C. Offers 
Lessons On 
Tape 
Ithaca College offers various 
facillties for listening to lessons 
on tape. The language lab in the 
Arts and Science Building con-
tains all the French, Spanish, 
IR.eyirno~cil's Spoll'fr <CeU'\lfre[J' 
Dthaca Shopping Plaza 
BEER MIXERS ICIE 
NIEWSPAPIERS - GROCERIES - MAGAZINES 
German, and Russian tapes which -------------------------' 
are used in conjunction with the 
language courses given on cam-
pus The lab has three different 
kinds of bOoths. In the A booth, 
a student listens to the lesson 
and can repeat the different 
phrases in the pauses. In the B 
booth, his responses are recorded 
so that he can hear his pronuncia-
tion as compared to the reader's. 
The C booths are for recording 
lectures for a teacher. 
The library's program consists 
of the language tapes in the lab, 
plus a new addition of musical 
selections. A student can now 
hear the music of composers of 
the classical era, including 
Hadyn, Stamitz, and Stammartini, 
and of the romantic era, includ-
ing Schubert, Schumann, and 
Mendelssohn. 
The infirmary on campus 
,r· facilities so that a student 
keep up with his work. 
has 
can 
205 Elmira Rd., S. Albany Ext. - Ithaca, N.Y. 
SPECl~LIZING ... 
STEAKS CHOPS LOBSTIER 
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF 
Visit Our New Char Pit 
See Your Steaks Being Charcoaled 
Lounge Opens 4 P.M. to 1 A.M. 
Dinner Served 5 P.M. to 10 P.M. 
FOR RESERVATIONS 273-0777 
E'VERY DAY LOW 
,J 
I"-
\ 
I 
i 
••••• PRICES IN THE 
BULLSEYE 
107 S. Aurora St. 273-7727 
Your ·Portrait . . . 
The Gilt That Only You Can Give. 
Christmas delivery 
GORDO~ [AMPBEU BUZZELL - Porlraii Phoiogu-aphy 
128 E. STATE ST. 272 -3473 
(Over Brooks Pharmacy - across from Kre~e's) 
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Parrents p Weekend Spedaff ! 
suedJe ~ackefcs 
zip-orn=pijle ~anir,gs 
reg. 
$70 SS8 
Enjoy the luxury and warmth of suede 
at this Low price! (You won't believe how 
cold it gets on that beautiful hill!) Tail-
ored by William Barry of finest skins, 
completely satin lined. Deeper-than-ever 
Orlon pile zip-in liner. Mahogany, cafe 
au lait, haze ... men's, students' sizes 
36-46 (longs available). Hurry ... ask 
to Lew-I-Charge it! 
also available at: 
STUART'S CLOTHIERS, 409 College Ave. 
FRIDAY 
& 
120 East State Street 
shop friday nites 'til 9 
To visit our spacious new Showroom, we wdl be open from 9.00 
a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Friday and Saturday. 
Ithaca Imports "the home of high performance" wdl present the 
first showing or the LOTUS in the Ithaca orea. SEE the Lotus Elon 
and the Lotus Elon -.-2. 
SEE the BMW 1600 and the BMW 2002. 
Come in and meet our friendly salesmen, men who know h,gh 
performance, they will be on hand to answer your questions. 
We have expanded our Paris and Service Department to better 
serve you. 
REGISTER FOR FREE 
U.S. GRAND PRIX TICKETS 
L,_ ___________________ _ 
1020TRIPLANDTERRACE 273-1785 
Nor•h Triphammer Rd. - Jusl off RI. 13 
----------1 
Ithaca N.Y. 
:I 
. I 
-~ ~- , __________________________ ____, ,__ _________________________ _ 
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D. C. Dll'Bi{cia{cces 
1r. V. IP'rogrrarnn 
by Richard Fullor 
Students last week attending 
the General Biology labs were in-
troduced to a new closed circuit 
educational television system. 
The system, costing about $10,000 
and located in the Science Build-
ing, consists of a television 
camera whicr may be hooked up 
with several different types of 
\ microscopes, a v!deotape . _re-
. corder, and six monitor telev1s10n 
sets located in the laboratories. 
The five minute broadcast pre-
sented last week demonstrated 
the use of the phase contrast 
microscope. Judy von Ahlefeldt, 
the biology instructor in charge 
of the programs, said that a half-
hour program is being prepared 
for broadcast during the open 
house on Parents Weekend. The 
program, which will deal with 
organisms in fresh water ponds, 
is designed to demonstrate the 
Miss von Ahlefeldt stated that 
uses of the new television system. 
there arc a number of advantages 
in using this closed circuit sys-
tem. First, students will be able 
to observe subjects under micro-
scopes not normally used in the 
general l~bs. Second, instruc-
tors will be able to clearly show 
students whal they arc expected 
to see while working with their 
microscopes in the labs_ !Third, if 
it proves to be practical and valu-
able, the system may be used in 
the lectures as a visual aid. 
IPITUE-S!EASON Sll<U SAll...lE 
<Olfr 
Uit/haccl s oDdesft aD1Jdl mostt 
lleDialbUe Har'O: Ski Shop. 
!Ooscontinl!JJed IHcurrir Meta Slkiis 
20% OIFfF 
!Boots, C!othirnig, Sweatell's 
!Less 20%-30% AND MORIE 
~THACA 
SPORTING 
GOODS 
420 !Eddy Streell' 
College town 
newsworthy knf ts 
are doubly n~table 
_ .. notably new, notably Porojoys. 
Double knits as you like them ... 
gaily ofter-five, ~erenely sophisticat-
ed, perhaps Parisian. Knits with a 
flip, a cling, a look thof soys you're 
a Particular woman. Knits wearing 
lively labels ... Moggie Stover, Suzy 
Perette, Don Sophisticates. Misses' or 
juniors' sizes. 
yes, you may 
Lew-I-Charge it 
.. ,, 
$28 to $45 
Computer Program 
Aids College Transfers 
Church and Landen I 
'fl ' 
"'.1 
The appointments of Gustav \ 
Made Supervisors 
Landen as motion picture pro. 
New York, N. Y .. _ . A compu- him within two weeks after mail- duction supervisor and John w. 
ter program has been developed ing. Church as supervisor of photo-
to help prospective college-trans- The SELECT questionnaire 
fer students select new colleges seeks such academic information 
or universities_ as college entrance test scores, 
graphic labs was announced today 
by Professor John Keshishoglou, 
director of the Instructional Re. 
source Center at Ithaca College. 
Landen holds a BFA degree 
from the University of Oklahoma"' 
Called SELECT, the program high school rank and course inter-
determines the 10 to 15 schools ests. It queries the student on his 
in the country which best match preference for a fraternity /soror-
a student's interests, aptitudes ity system, concern for religious 
and financial requirements. The activity, whether his reason for 
student's specifications are com- attending college is future career, and he is currently completing 
pared with over two million data external pressure or education, if his work toward an MA degree 
entries on approximately 3000 the student works best under in TV-Film at the Kansas Slate 
colleges and universities in the pressure and many other int:ro- University. Prior to coming to 
United States: SELECT does not ct1·ve quest1·ons 
spe · Ithaca College, Landen was a guarantee admission, but it ad- SELECT was developed by 
· 1· t f 11 h motion picture producer-director i vises app ican s o co eges w ere Bernard Klein, 21, and Ray Kurz- I 
they stand the best chances of well, 20_ They originated the idea with the Department of Commun-
acceptance. as college freshmen and worked ication Arts at Cornell_ While at ' 
In order to use SELECT, a stu_ · steadily on its development for Cornell, Landen produced more 
dent obtains a SELECT queSlion- over tw_o years. Both will be than one hundred instructional 
naire from a high school guidance · h" f 11 t M h tts 
seniors t 1s a a assac use films and won several film counselor's office at any local 
b . Institute of Technology. awards. He came to Cornell from high school or y requesting one 
by mail from SELECT. He fills The data in SELECT is regular- New Mexico where he operated 
it out, returns it and a personal- ly updated to assure accurate re-
ized computer letter containing suits. The cost to the student for 
the 10 to 15 colleges is sent to the SELECT service is $15.00. 
• 
-
. 
-
. 
his own motion picture produc-
tion company, specializing in non-
theatrical films. Landen is mar- \ 
ried and has two children. I 
Church received the BA from i. 
Guilford College and the BS from f 
Cornell University. He is current- iJ 
ly completing his work toward~ 
an MS degree in photography at ·1·· 
the Chicago Institute of Design. : . 
Before coming to Ithaca College, · 
Church was employed by the De. 
partment of Communication Arts , 
at Cornell as a visual aids tech-
nologist. Church is married and l 
has two children. ' 
See Them All \ 
Under the Space Frame 
.. ' 
I 
1 
l 
I 
\ 
1 
\ 
' 
'~ 
\ 
BUICK PONTIAC SKYLARK 
!ELECTRA WILD CAT CATALINA 
GTO FIREBIRD 
GRAND PRIX 
for 
96.9 
,.c; 
«!Ill' ·, 
I 
CUTTING MOTORS 
I 
'--------------------------------------'~ 
315 Elmira Road 
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A few days before the Demo-
cratic national convention, Co-
lumbia University student leader 
Harry Slan remarked: "School 
starts next week in Chicago." 
So it was the crack of night-
sticks on the skulls of the jeer-
ing New Left that drummed in 
.another year of unrest on the na-
tion's campuses. And if college 
Che Guevara's have their way, the 
sounds of Chicago will bounce off 
in-covered walls from coast to 
coast in the days ahead. 
They'll have to go some to top 
the results of last spring•s term 
when, according to a survey by 
the National Student Association, 
just under 39,000 students took 
part in 221 "major" demonstra-
tions on campuses: 
Like the burning of three cam-
pus buildings at Stanford Univer-
sity i!l Palo Alto, Calif. (damage 
$200,000), or the bloody battle be-
t ween 300 rebel students and 
police at the University of Wis-
consin, in which the cops used 
tear gas and classrooms were fire-
bOmbed. 
Or the month-long state of siege 
at our ov. n Columbia, where the 
epithet, the grunt and the 
truncheon displaced the pensive 
examination of eternal verities. 
Calm at Columbia 
Up on Morningside Heights it's 
been relatively calm so far this 
year. No blood flowed when Mark 
Rudd, a suspended figure in the 
spring putsch, led a charge of 
sorts (which was repulsed) on 
registration offices in an effort 
to get himself and other tempor-
arily ousted activists admitted to 
fall classes. 
But already this term, before 
the first lecture was held, 248 
persons were arrested in the dust-
up that ensued when 19 Negro 
coeds rejected mandatory room 
assignments at the University of 
111inois. And the Naval Reserve 
Officers Training Corps building 
at the University of California at 
Berkeley was dynamited - for 
the third time. 
Just what the devil is going on 
on campus, And why? What do 
these radical students want? Why 
are they behaving as they do? 
by Joe Modzelewski and John Quinn 
institutions as reflected in the 
hierarchical authortarian struc-
ture of society. 
It is - if you take cold com-
fort - by no means an exclusive-
ly American phenomenon. The 
disorders that afflict American 
campuses have their analogs vir-
tually everywhere: 
In Great Britain, the chancellor 
of Edinburgh University resigns 
because, among other things, stu-
dents insist upon access to birth 
control information. 
At the Sorbonne 
In France, the Sorbonne be-
comes a battleground and the en-
tire ·country is paralyzed after 
students led by Danny (the Red) 
Cohn-Bendit recoil from tradi-
tional course assignments and in-
struction methods. 
In Mexico the army occupies 
the University of Mexico - and 
15 people are killed. 
Similar if less spectacular 
flareups have occurred in West 
Germany, Tokyo, in Belgrade, 
Prague, even in Moscow. In all 
these places young people are 
giving the stablished order the 
raspberry because, or so they 
say, it has failed to provide man-
kind with peace and plenty and 
seems incapable of doing so. 
Many, therefore, have become 
anarchic in political outlook, re-
jecting the dogmas of both capi-
talism and communism. They 
want to turn ALL the rascals out, 
on the grounds that nothing is 
better than the something we 
have. And in doing so, anything 
goes. Hence the violence. 
Oddly enough, in the United 
States this global social upheaval 
was first expressed in decidedly 
nonviolent terms - in the civil 
rights movement which magne-
tized the campus during the early 
'60s. Under the leadership of the 
Rev. Martin Luther King, The 
Movement had a distinct Chris-
mild-mannered professor of philo-
sophy at the University of Cali-
fornia at San Diego, Herbert Mar-
cuse, a 70-year-old German-
American. 
Marxism a Washout 
According to Marcuse, tradi-
tional Marxism is a washout be-
cause the workers have gone over 
to the other side. Therefore tre 
capitalist system can be over-
thrown only by outside forces-
colonial peoples, or Negroes or 
young people not yet integrated 
into the establishment. Thus the 
attraction among Marcuse's dis-
ciples for Che Guevara activism 
and the anti-Moscow Peking line, 
both of which discredit conven-
tional Bolshevism. 
On American campuses, the 
New Left advanced the notion 
that the Vietnam war and the 
crisis in the cities were two 
aspects of the same problem -
that the wealth being squandered 
in Vietnam could and should be 
used to arrest urban decay. 
Although powerful arguments 
can be advanced against this view 
(all the money in the world can't 
MAKE an illiterate learn to read, 
for example), it persists and 
grows among alienated radicals. 
Here's what a recent report of 
the American Council on Educa-
tion, an administrators' outfit, 
concluded: 
No Way to Prevent It 
"It is not that students are 
consistently right in their judg-
ments about these issues. Least 
of all is there any intention what-
soever to defend the manner in 
which students have often chosen 
to express their discontent. It is 
simply that there is no way to 
keep thorny and upsetting mat-
ters outside the campus gates." 
The tiger at the gates waiting 
to savage these or any other con-
tian-pacifist tone, although there venient issues is the inappropri-
were radical undertones. ately named Students for a Demo-
cratic Society. This small band 
Vietnam War Grew of zealots everywhere eschews, 
"What docs a Provost do?" Dr. I lion, Davies said, "I have not had 
It may be of greater comfort to Robert Davies, Provost of Ithaca as much contact with the students 
know that the radicals are hut a College, commented, "My job is: as I would hke I enjoyed teach-
small percentage of the total stu-1· ~o be r~s~onsi?le fo~ _academic f mg v.cr~· muc.h with its constant 
dent population, about 2_67o ac- and adm1m~trallvc policies. Most-! assoc1at10n with students. r feel 
cording to the aforementional Na- 1~ I deal with the d~ans and the my job now is worthwhile and 
tional Student Association survey. d1rectors of the vano~s schools I \'Cry. usdul. though I could not 
Most collegians are passive or I also. a~t for th~ President when say it is always as pleasant as 
hostile to demonstrations. As in Dr. Dillmgham 15 away." j teaching - especially teaching 
lhe old days, they are there for I Provost Davies has a varied . great literature. Thereare, how-
two reasons: grades and girls. background. In addition to having ·1 ever. profound satisfactions in 
Ed Schwartz, president of NSA. the A.B., 1\1.A .. and Ph.D. degrees,. helping the faculty build a great 
which claims to represent 2 mil- he has taught English Composi-, school, such as Ithaca College is 
lion students, views the protests lion ,nd Literature. He was also rapidly becoming." 
as indicative of "an intense de- Dean of Arts and Sciences at 
sire to change things, but the vari Ithaca College. "I was somehow DEBATE Continued 
ous factions are unsure as to the always involved in administra-
best way to go about this." tion, so I decided I might as weII 
Which means there's no guar- go completely into it." 
antee that the activists will pay The Provost is also in charge 
heed to what Princeton Univer- of setting up new programs, dc-
sity's president, Robert F. Go- partmcnts, and positions. He has 
heen, had to say the other day created the Office of Institutional 
in opening the fall term: The Research, the Office of Research 
campus cannot become "an arena Administration - a way for 
where gladitorial groups fight to faculty to get information about 
death," he said, nor can it be "a federal programs, he has helped 
direct instrument of social strug- to set up the Speech Clinic as a 
gle." Rather, he concluded, after separate unit of the Speech De-
defending the university's "criti- partment, and strongly supported 
cal and innovative functions," it's the development of the Instruc-
true role is "as a center for tional Resources Center, one of 
thought, searching inquires and the finest of its kind in the na-
reflection." tion. 
This article originally ap-
peared in The New York Daily 
News, Wednesday, September 
25, 1968. 
Studenil.'-
Administrratooirn 
Play IBaBD 
To highlight Parents Weekend, 
the 1st annual Faculty-Adminis-
tration football game has been 
planned. This Sunday Dr. Dilling-
ham and members of the faculty 
and administration will challenge 
the brothers of Pi Lambda Chi 
fraternity. 
"Providing exercise for the ad-
ministration and giving the stu-
dent body a chance to meet them 
informally in a non-academic set-
ting," is the cause for the game. 
It will be held on the Union Quad 
-close ~to the infirmary. 
He has also helped with such 
programs as the Unified Labora-
tory Program of the Chemistry 
Department in cooperation with 
California Institute of Tech-
nology, the summer orientation 
program for incoming freshmen, 
the Program for Administering 
Health Services and other pro-
grams of similar nature. 
Asking Provost Davies about 
the Campus Life Committee, he 
commented. "This committee 
deals with all the essential 
problems and activities on the 
campus today" It was Dr. Davies 
job to set up this committee. He 
is also responsible for its opera-
tional success. "If this committee 
fails for any reason, it is my job 
to find out what went wrong and 
to make it work. Naturally I have 
great hopes that it will be one 
of the great student government 
committees in the nation." 
Referring to the contact be-
tween students and administra-
Supporting the pro side, and 
also representing the students, 
Paul aid that a literature major is 
versatile and adept enough at se-
mantics to enter into any of a 
large number of career areas. As 
an example, a personnel man 
must be able to understand a per-
son, and he gains understanding 
through his readings. 
In his rebuttal, Dr. Emery 
summed up by saying that the 
study of literature can be detri-
mental, hut only the student can 
judge the results. 
Margie ended, saying that liter-
ature majors sit in their "ivory 
towers" unconcerned_ with com-
municating with others, because 
they are too wrapped up in them-
selves. 
Paul replied to this, in a seem-
ingly sarcastic tone, "Since Margie 
did so well, I'll just concede de-
feat . . . I'm just glad I'm not a 
lit major." 
Dr. Baizer concluded this argu-
ment by pointing out that, ac-
tually, the business world has no 
specific use for English majors. 
A vote taken at the end of the 
debate showed that the pro side-
had won. 
Said a student in the audience 
at the conclusion of the dcbate-
"it's not the major that counts, 
it's the learning experience. 
U..ilke !Beautiful 
<CDotlhes? 
Parents, college administrators, 
\ politicians, police officials, and 
·· students themselves have been 
pondering such questions and, 
from questioning them, we might 
piece together a brief descrip-
tion of Campus '68. 
As the years passed, however. the due processes of democracy, 
the Vietnam war grew costlier seeking power instead through 
and bloodier, and the draft be- the loud voice, the foul mouth 
ban to whisk more and more stu- and - when it finds a weak spot 
dents from the lecture hall to the - the raised fist. 
rice paddy. Soon the militant 
radical undertone became the 
dominant chord. 
·---------------. 
1ihe 
!RECORD 
Rll.JNNIER 
Ending Parents Weekend with 
a most unusual event, the foot-
ball game promises quite a bit of 
fun and surprises for all attend-
ing. 
AMES WIELDBNG 
& SUPPLY CO. 
The~ffe j 
Specializing in 
BTALIAN FOOD 
I 
A £Fine Selection 
IN 
hosiery 
sweaters 
skirts 
dresses 
blouses 
coats 
:, 
What is going on, then, seems 
to be a convulsive world-wide as-
sault on 19th Century values and 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SER.VICE 
0 
!HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 272- 8262 
' 
Chief gurn of the new breed 
the world over persists and grows 
among alienated radicals is a 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
Ii & H liquor & Wine$ 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
MOSES ?feTlEIR 
Your State Farm Agent 
Auto • Fire - Life 
We extend a welcome back and oiffell' yell' 
another service. 
During the month of Sepll'. we will be 
open 7-9 p.m. in addition to our regu-
lar 9-5 hours. 
!For Any Insurance Needs 
Call 273-5693 
L 
618 W. Buffalo St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
273 -4911 
"Ames Aims To Please" 
(CO Ii.) lO H N <G ir<OJ IN 
CAIR.IR.Y - OUT 
124 Coddington Rd. 
WITIHIN WAIL.C<DNG DISTANCIE 
Sandwiches - Complete Dinners - Pizza 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
4:00 to 12:00 
CALL 272 - 1379 
' 
n 
¢. 
Spaghetti, Ravioli, 
lasagna 
FEATURING 
Scaloppini and 
White Wine 
<> 
Take Route 13 
Cor. Third & Madison 134 E. State 
. ........... •'T"'T' ........... 
ll@l81E!Rii ~D [S(Q)@1ilHJIR(Q)'1f !D) 
AGIENCY, ONC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert 5. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
Phone 272 - 81 00 
31 2 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
l 
l 
, "We Welcome Your Inquiry" ~ 
l 
Stop at 419 W. IBuffolo St. 
l l 
1·~~~~ ~~~~~~~ z 
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§chooll Board Members 
Concenrned Over Teaclliers9 
lack Of K]l]terest 
Student-
Faculty 
Dinners 
To Be Heidl 
by Harold V. Webb J district has recently 'iigned a con- The English Department in-
How Jong v. ill the American tract with the teachers' union trat vites interested students to par-
public continue to support its' o~fers one of the highest _begin- ticipate in weekly student-faculty 
school system if it is not con- mng-teacher salary scales m the dinners to be held each Tuesday 
vinced that the teachers and the country. At the same time, the and Thursday throughqut the 
school board have a genuine con- signing of this contract obligated semester at 6:00 p.m. in one of 
cern for each student- as a person the school board for money the the alcoves of the Terrace Dining 
with potentialities which must be! board does not have and has no Hall balcony. The purpose of 
nurtured to the fullest? This\ guarantee of receiving in the fu- these dinners is to offer a more 
q uestion was driven home to us, ture_ We cite these facts and re-. . informal atmosphere than the 
recently as we sat in on a school view this situation not to make a 
board meetin'"' of one of our case against improved teachers classroom situation for the ex-
major cities. 0 salaries, but to raise what we be- change of ideas. Students wish-
ing to attend these dinners 
should see the English Depart-
Several citizens' committees !ieve will becom~ an increasingly 
looking into the problems of the important q~est1on: H_ow long 
·t , h 1 e t' will the public support its school c1 y s sc oo s w re presen mg t ? ment secretary on the third floor 
the results of their findings to sys em· . of the Arts and Science Faculty 
the board after studies lasting as Hi°~h Jong btll t~e iublic SUI_)· Office Building. Attendance at 
long as two years. There were any por e pu ic _sc 00 system 1£ 
number of interesting and signi- the consensus 1s that teachers each dinner is limited to ten. 
ficant conclusions and recommen- h~ve a lack of concern ~nd com-
dations offered, but one stood m1tment of personal tm~e and 
out because of the frequency with energy to the student m the 
The schedule of discussions in 
the next few weeks appears be-
low: 
which it was made: there was a school? 
great concern about the teachers' Unfortunately for the welfare 
lack of interest and in some cases I of the American society there 
a negative attitude toward the are-strong indications of a grow-
students as persons - as individ- ing disaffection for a school sys-
Tuesday, Oct. 1, Miss Vogel, 
Topic: Muriel Spark, 'Momenta 
Mori" (will be available at the 
bookstore); Thursday, Octo. 3, l\ir. 
uals with problems and poten- tern in which some teachers (and Grace, Topic: any topic of mutual 
tiali ties. In report after report · one 1s too many) shrug off their interest; Tuesday, Oct. 8, Mr. 
Minogue Appointed 
Head Of Development 
by Maureen Blanchfield 
Director of Development is a 
fancy title that, at surface value, 
may denote a top headshrinker 
in a ward. To Ithaca College and 
to other institutions for higher 
learning, Development holds its 
own significance by soliciting 
funds outside of the immediate 
college community. Joseph D. 
Minogue, Ithaca College's new 
Director of Development, hopes 
for an improved program of de-
velopment, turning more atten-
tion on scholarships and faculty 
salaries. 
Mr. Minogue was graduated 
from Cornell with a B.S. degree 
in 1948, and in 1950, joined the 
development staff at Cornell. 
From this position, he helped to 
direct the fund raising for the 
Veterinary College. Fordham 
University gained Mr. Minogue's 
services in 1964 as Director of 
Development and since then, the 
monetary value of gifts and 
pledges made to Fordham has in-
creased five times over the 
amount given in 1964. The Ameri-
can Alumni Council lists Mr. 
Minogue as a member having 
formerly participated as chair-
man of the Educational Fund 
Committee, district conference 
chairman, and member of the Na-
tional Board of Directors. 
Ithaca College now has the as-
sets and experience of a man who 
plans to use them. Since develop-
ment work is basically geared 
toward fund-raising, the task is 
to find donors. Now that the 
physical atmosphere of the cam-
pus is becoming more complete, 
money is being sought for more 
scholarship benefits, higher facul-
ty salaries, and program and rE)-
search support. 
Fund-raising is conducted by 
visiting possible donors and hav-
ing a faculty member of the same 
field of interest as the donor 
participating in the visit. This 
provides a clearer picture of 
Ithaca College's accomplishments 
and goals to the donors, allowing 
them to appreciate the oppor-
tunities the school has to offer. 
these citizens said that too often 
teachers and principals gave evi-
dence of being defensive and 
negative in dealing with the 
obligations and professional re-
sponsibilities as teachers by sug-
gesting directly or indirectly that 
Schwartz, Topic: The Anti-war _____________ _ 
Mr. Minogue feels that the 
whole college community should 
in some way be a part of the de-
velopment program. Obviously, to 
alumni and to graduating Seniors, 
a degree from Ithaca College is 
their bridge to a higher degree or 
to ~etter paying jobs. Faculty and 
administration naturally wish to 
see their school expanded and 
perfected in all possible ways, 
and these need funds. The col-
lege cannot run on tuition pay-
ments alone. Therefore, the de-
velopment program not only 
benefits everyone on campus, but 
also needs the help of all those 
on campus. 
Poetry of Wilfred Owen (poems 
school's and pupils' problems. the school's shortcomings are the 
will be available about a week in 
advance from English Dept. secre-
tary); Thursday, Oct. 10, Dr. As far as these parents were students' faults (they are uncon-
concerned - and they were all 
civic leaders - one of the most 
critical factors determining the 
educational welfare of their 
children and ultimately the com-
munity is how teachers and 
school boards demonstrate that 
they care about each student as 
a person, because this governs 
how the teacher reacts to the 
pupil and his views about human 
potential. 
Interestingly, this same school 
cerned and uncommitted), or that Cronkhite, Topic: Poe's "Ligeia" 
somebody else is to blame for story in most of Poe's collected 
learning failures. It seems to us works); Thursday, Oct. 15, Mr. 
that the surest guarantee of pub- Cosgrove, Topic: Student Writing. 
lie support of schools - and bet- (Submit your poems, essays, etc. 
ter facilities, salaries, and bene- to the English Dept. secretary at 
fits - is concrete evidence by least one week in advance [by 
teachers as well as school boards Oct. 8] so that they can be dupli-
that each child will be treated as cated for distribution at the din-
a person and a potential which ner); Thursdays, Oct. 17, Mr. 
should- be nurtured. Baizer, Topic: Herzog (tentative). 
/(up, 1/0Wt dJ.alJ dJ.UUVl,lf 
J!oob~ dlt Bed 
PETRILLOSE 
CLEANERS 
1r rruE rE I? oc: Ku fP' (t!J IMHtll DlEtL av !ER v 
4 
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New Director of 
Physical Planf Named 
The appointment of Emil T. 
Policay as director of the physi-
cal plant at Ithaca College was 
announced today by Paul Farinel-
a, vice president for business and 
finance at Ithaca College. 
Mr. Policay fills a new post and 
will be responsible for plant 
maintenance and operation, 
transportation, grounds, and cus-
todial, safety and security serv-
ices at the College. 
Before accepting his appoint-
ment at Ithaca College, Mr. Poli-
cay was chief of the Princeton-
Pennsylvania Accelerator division 
at Princeton._ University's For-
restal Research Center. Before 
that he was an installation and 
construction engineer with Merck 
& Company of Rahway, N.J., and 
was ,;mpervisor of Naval Ship-
building in New York City. 
A graduate of New York Uni-
versity, Mr. Policay later earned 
a bachelor's degz:ee in Naval Sci-
ence at the College of the Holy 
Cross in Worcester, Mass. Mr. 
Policay, a former resident of 
Hightstown, N.J., is married and 
the father of four children. 
Donohue - Halverson 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
<> 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
<> 
602 W: Seneca St. 
273 - 3393 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Psst! Wanna get in on a 
good deal? Why not! Our 
only requirement is that you 
be an enthusiast with more 
than a passing interest in 
automobiles. IF THIS IS 
YOUR BAG, stop out and 
register for FREE TICKETS 
TO THE OCTOBER U.S. 
GRAND PRIX. Drawings will 
be held at Ithaca Imports 
Sept. 27th and Oct. 3rd. 
ITHACA IMPORTS 
"home of high 
performance" 
1020 Tripland Terrace 
Ithaca 
t===========================!IL __ __::_- _ I 
ILBJ Names 
Scholars 
President Lyndon B. Johnson 
ha." announced that a total of 121 
secondary school graduates have 
been selected as Presidential 
Scholars. The selection took place 
in June, but was not announced 
until July 15. 
One of the students chosen, 
Miss Joan M. Williams of St. 
Helens High School in St. Helens, 
Oregon, will enter Ithaca College 
this September. 
Miss Paula Jean Ayers of Wat-
kins Glen High School was also 
chosen. She will attend Keuka 
College. 
All of the students gathered at 
the :White House on June 10, to 
receive their medallions com-
memorating the event and met 
with President Johnson and mem-
bers of his cabinet. 
The representative group of 
students include one boy and one 
girl from each of the fifty states 
t~e District of Columbia, Puert~ 
Rico, Americans living abroad 
and fifteen selected at large. ' 
· Other New York State students 
receiving honors came from 
Scarsdale, 'Yhitestone, and Brook-
lyn. , 
Tompkins 
Photography 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000-
Response To 
11Now Sound 60" 
!Encouraging 
by Rich Newberg 
The response to AM's new 
sound ("Now Sound 60") has lwcn 
so encouraging, that the staff 
has taken another giant step in 
the direction of perfect program. 
ming. The New Sound 60 Sunev 
has been reduced to thirty hit;, 
Every week, the "DJ of the Weck'' 
will be pictured on the CO\'er 
For I.C. special weekends, how: 
ever, the "group in concert" has 
the front cover spot reserved for 
their picture. Look for The Lct-
terII!,an on the Fall Weekend ~ur-
vey. 
An improved transmitting sys. 
tern is presently under construe. 
tion for WICB AM. Program 
Director Jim Chirumbolo as-
sured this reporter that within 
a month the Terrace would be 
receiving the more music station 
loud and clear! 
The WICB FM studio bas been 
conve~ed into a programming re-
search laboratory! Program Direc-
tor Ed Tobias has given the OK 
to Bruce Berlinger, who intends 
to conduct "The Folk-Rock Experi-
ment" every Saturday from mid-
night to 2:00 a.m. 1\vo weeks of 
preliminary testing has proved 
the feasibility of carrying on 
such an experiment. The only 
technical difficulty encountered 
during the "Experiment" were 
tied phone lines {3216 or 3217'. 
Don't let this discourage those of 
you who want to further the came 
of free thought. Berlinger says 
he may even let a poem or two 
slip across, provided they stav 
within the limits of good tast~. 
Acid rock should satisfy tho!'e 
other desires ... 
People Needed for 
Psych Survey 
Interested in participating in 
a national survey which may help 
shape Ithaca College's future? 
Mr. Robert T. Perry, Instructor in 
Psychology is seeking 200 juniors 
and seniors who are available 
from 4-5 p.m. on Thursday, Octo-
ber 3. 
Mr. Perry stated the survc\-
will be administered in B 102 an;! 
that, "200 students must partici-
pate in the survey or it cannot be 
given." He also noted that all 
participants will remain anony-
mous. 
The survey is sponsored by the 
Educational Testing Service and 
will gather information on stu-
dent attitudes. The results will 
then be used for the College 
Handbook, a resource guide of 
colleges and universities in the 
United States and Canada an<l 
will be available to the campus 
me~ia. 
FROSH FORUM 
Continued from page 3 
of the Class of 1972 interested in 
running for a class office, of the 
rules, regulations, and dates. 
The advisor to the class, Mrs. 
Patricia Merken (Ass't. Dean of 
Students) will speak on the im-
-portance of electing responsible 
class officers. Sophomore Class 
President Paul Leventhal! and 
last year's freshman class officers 
will also address the gathering, 
turning their attention more to 
the topics of what the class can 
do. Finally, student body Vice-
President Joe Bogardus will dis-
cuss the election procedure and 
;,,:, 
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by Susan Longaker 
I got such an overwhelming response to last week's work, I 
feel a little like I am taking advantage of you, even th~:mgh I 
will µ;1ve you mo~e of wh_at you liked. It seems hear~en!11~ that 
amidst the continual cnses that occur to us as md1v1duals, 
members of a school, and as citizens of these states in a wracking 
political year, that poems of one person's small experience ~an 
be enjoyed and looked forward to. Yet, I remember my first 
poet-love, Hopkins, who came to m~ much like _his falcon, in :1 
tempest of anti-church and down with God feelings. So beauti-
fully and painfully religious, he was. 
And another question for all those who are involved in the 
current melec of political bickcry, what is passion without rea-
son? Is it not as equally lethal as reason without the tempe: of 
sensibility, of the seasoning of passion? Unanswered questions 
I put to you, and do you care? 
Lovesongs 
I. 
just past the harbor 
carefully 
our host parts the waves 
like you 
when you trace through 
my sea of hair 
to sec my face. 
II. 
the sea rises and falls 
like you and me, 
it spills like you 
it sighs like me. 
The sea is me and you: 
though many vessels make 
us separate 
and cut us through, 
we come together 
in their wake. 
III. 
The foghorn calls 
determined 
it docs not ask 
if anyone is in its way 
it warns 
not a bellow really 
not a plea 
just a statement 
like a kiss goodbye 
it is hard and soft 
determined 
and yet dimmed 
in distance 
Does the foghorn 
call the birds 
behind it? 
Does the warning 
to the b·oats 
bring round the birds? 
They come and fade 
yet mount the air 
more rapidly 
with the blowing 
of the foghorn. 
Do they learn 
the ways of sea 
Arts and Science 
Alleva, Lawrence; Altman, Bur-
ton H.; Antanitus, Dale S.; Aren-
stein, Robert; Arroyo, Alfred; 
Baker, Daniel L.; Baker, Deborah 
A.; Bale, Patti Jean; Balocco, 
Joseph M.; Belkin, Wendy E.; 
Benson, Jane H.; Berman, \Vendy; 
Bleck, Cheryl; Blidner, Abra; 
Boyd, Patricia A.; Brooks, Lois 
Joy; Brownold, James; Buhr, Rob-
ert D.; Cannon, Patrick; Cashdol-
lar, Suzanne; Cassidy, Jane; Cella, 
Alice Ann; Chaney, Katherine; 
Chapman, John W.; Chapman, 
Karen L.; Christides, Paul. 
Also Christie, Constantine; 
Ciaschi, Frederick; Clippinger, 
Anne; Cohen, Judith H.; Collier, 
Constance; Cunha, Lance; Danby, 
Deborah B.; Dangicri, Thomas; 
Davenport, James R.; Davies, 
Henry H.; Davis, Ethel Anne; 
DeMarco, Raymond E.; Desch, 
Carol J.; Destefano, Anthony; 
Dickerson, Loretta; Dillenberg, 
san .J.; Maynard, Kristie; Mccann, 
Leonie T.; McCarthy, Gail A.; 
McDonnell, Pamela; McGlen, 
Nancy E.; Mclnnerney, Sibyl; 
Mebel, Elaine I-I.; Mica, James H.; 
Miesmer, Susan A.; Miller, Do-
reen M.; Mirola, Susan E.; Mit-
chell, Barbara; Moscou, Patricia; 
Nadelman, Jesse H.; Oliver, Jean 
R.; Ollins, Michael J.; Palmer, 
Jacqueline; Pennisi, John; Perry, 
.Tan Ellen; Petryna, William; 
Philipp, Wendy G.; Porto, Lynn 
Ann; Powers, Ursula G.; Preis, 
.Judith A.; Price, Larry W. 
Martha; Goldstaub, Paul; Green, I of Mw,1c in honor of Parents 
Julie; Harrison, Dianne; I-Jueb-; Weekend Both are open to the 
ncr, Charles; .Johnson, Gail; Kel-1 public without charge. 
· The Ithaca Brass Quintet will 
sey, David; Kenfield, Alan. ! perform al Waller Ford Hall at 
Also Knowles, Virginia; Kup· 18 15 pm Friday, Sept. 17. Mem-
fcr, Joy; Martenis, Barbara; Mays, j hers_ of. the en~embl:, all o~ the 
Linda; Merrey, Elaine; :i.terry, : Mu~1c School_ f.icull), are .James 
G. M · K thl M I Ode and Calvm Weber, trumpets; mger; orns, a een; yers,' John Covert, french horn; Regi-
Theodore; Peterkin, Susan; Ra-1 nald Fmk, trombone; and James 
nucci, Anita; Roffe, Linda; Sel- Lmn, tuba. 
den, Gary; Silbey, Paula; Som- I The -~uintet _will pla:1-: three 
mers, Christina; Stosser, .Jeanne; : compos1t10ns written during the 
present decade: "Quintet" (1961) Tavlor, Alexander; Yerger, Paula; b ~i 1 1 A Id "E h'b"t·on" · y ., a co m rno , x 1 1 1 
Zaher, Susan. (1964) by Fisher Tull, and "Suite 
Physical Therapy 
from the Monteregian Hills" 
0963) by Morley Calvert; also 
Samuel Baron's "Impressions of 
Allen, Marion A.; Anderson, a Parade," based on the tune 
Beverly; Anderson, Cynthia; An- , "When Johnny Comes Marching 
derson, Elsie S.; Boyd, Mary E.; I Home." The program includes 
Buchanan, Linda; Camp, Gail D.; "S~nata" from an an~nymously 
. . . written work dated circa 1684, 
Carr, Chnstme; Carrier, Deborah; "Die Bankelsangerlieder." 
Also Rapkin, Shelley B.; Reina, 
Lynn C.; Reis, Diane L.; Robin-
son, Philip; Rooker, Gretchen; 
Rosen, Clair R.; Rosenberg, How-
ard; Rosenblatt, Ellen; Rosevear, 
Gordon; Rowe, David Leslie; 
Rubinstein, Andrea; Ruff, Lee 
Andrew; Sabel, Dale; Sacco, Judy 
Ann; Salk, Patricia; Salzberg, 
Patricia; Sandler, Thomas; 
Scheer, Joan; Schonbrun, Leslie; 
Schulman, Janet; Schwartz, Myra; Felger, Vicki; Finch, Pamela J.; Student instrumentalists and 
Frost, Bonnye S.; Harris, Mary vocalists will present a recital at 
J.; Kotilainen, Donna; Meyer, 8:15 p.m., Saturday. Martha 
Diane L.; Dowling, Jane E.; Seager, Janet; Seewald, Richard; 
Duchin, Debbie B.; Eberhart, Sgrecci, Carl Ernest; Shapiro, 
David C. ·, Ebert, Frederick; Eck- Eileen L.; Noonan, Patricia; Over- George will play organ works by 
Schumann and Gardner Read; 
Kathleen Hock will perform 
Hindemith's "Flute Sonata;" 
Donald Riale will be herd in Vit-
torio Giannini's "Concerto for 
Trumpet;" and a clarinet quartet 
will perform "Divertimento" by 
Alfred Uhl. Pianists Rhonda Volk 
and David Kelsey will play selec-
tions by Bartok and Debussy. 
Susan H. 
off, Devon E.; Fizer, Robert C.; bagh, Mary E.; Pohley, Lucille; Also Sharff, Jill A.; Shisler, R 
Flowers, Richard; Fox, Patricia Reed, Constance .Jeanne; osen, 
Margaret; ~ilberzweig, Rochelle; Diane P.; Schkurman, Gerri; Tall-
L.; Freudcndorf, Irene; Funnell, Simmonds, William; Simpson, 
Kevin J. 
Also Gaddy, Patricia; Gedney, 
John W.; Gerdau, Richard J.; 
Gianotti, David A.; Glassman, 
Roslyn; Goldman, Paula J.; Good-
man, Richard; Gordon, Richard; 
Graff, Ilene S.; Grayson, Mara S.; 
Greenhut, Ellen; Gregory, Con-
stance; Groden, Marsha L.; Groo-
tenboer, Niel; Haber, Marjorie; 
Hainsworth, Judith; Harris, Ed-
ward L.; Head, Malcolm J.; Head-
ley, Barbara M.; Height, Jon M.; 
Herbert, Benne S.; Hinrichsen, 
Martha; Hoffman, Mary K.; How-
ard, Jason N. Hunt, Williard C. 
madge, Ellen; Thiede, Carol A.; Gretchen Ann; Sinclear, Carol; 
Vcelka, Jane D.; Waldron, Marcia Slater, Nancy; Slatkin, Janet; 
Smith, Lawrence; Smith, Linda; 
Sorrell, Nancy L.; Stearns, Linda 
Lee; Steigerwald, Kay; Stillitano, 
Jean; Streeter, Michael; Strykow-
sky, Rose; Sulkes, l\larcia; Sweet, 
William; Teitelbaum, Marilyn; 
Terry, Clifford; Tilton, Donald; 
Todras, Carol; Tretiak, Susan; 
Tucker, June. 
Vansiclen, Robert; Veltz, Mary 
L.; Ward, Janis Lee; Wernsing, 
Linda. 
Physical Education 
Ahart, Frederick; Ahart, Linda 
J.; Allen, Stuart L.; Barnes, 
Deborah Thayer; Beers, Mary A.; 
Biggs, Babette A.; Bonapace, Lin-
da; Brahm, Charlotte; Breen, 
Judith A.; Buckhout, Kurt F.; 
Mezzo-soprano Susan Peterkin 
will sing an aria from Gluck's 
"Orfeo," while Charles Huebner 
will sing Ravel's "Don Quichotte 
a Dulcinee." 
Anne; Vincent, Frederick; Voll- Carretta, Gail Ann; Cummings, It has been announced that Dr. 
mer, David; Voss, Edward; War- ESther; Diamond, Judith; Farn- Clarence Murphy, Associate Pro-
ner, Donna; \Veisbord, Anne; lof, Carol L.; Faurie, Lynn; Gled- fessor of Chemistry, has been in-
Wennogle, Lawrence; \Verner, hill, Victoria; Harrison, Patricia vited to become a Fellow in the 
Randolph; Wesolowski, Noreen; J.; Hyman, steven L. American Institute of Chemists. 
Widding, Mary; Wight, Anne; Also Iezzi, Sandra Barton; Juda, The Institute, founded in 1923, 
Wolkinson, Este; Yates, Marvin; Sue Ann; Juliano, Mary Jo; Kiley, is concerned with the develop-
Yeager, Lynn; Yoder, Charles; George A.; Kreutzig, Keith; Kuz- ment of the chemist and chemical 
Yost, Jeanne; Zila, ~usan; Zoller, man, Steven Purdy; Papham, Cyn- engineer as a professional person, 
Vicki. thia Kirby; Larsen, Lexa Jo; Dr. Murphy joins those who, 
Lavier, Christine; MacCubbin, from time to time, are offered 
Murphy !Honored 
Music Susan; Maclnt:i,Te, Nancy; Mc- Fellowship in recognition of their 
Bennett, Mary; Bromble, San- Cune, Martha R.; Munn, Robert position in the profession. 
dra; Brown, Deborah; Burke, C.; Northam, Judith; Payne, Sal-
" •• I I I I I I •• I I I • I I • I I I I 
Kathleen'. Castellano, Rose·, ly H.; Pease, Dorothy L.; Rood, , 1 
!_.. ANTIQUE IHOUSIE I Chace, Joel; Cohen, Carol; Cook, Julia A.; Rosati, Leigh; Savage, , 
.h' from crossing man, do they cam 
Also Jackson, Sandra; Jcnove, 
Carol A.; Johnson, Douglas; John-
son, Linda A.; Jordan, Thomas J.; 
Joslin, Kathleen; Kantor, Susan; 
Karson, Daniel E.; Katz, Neil J.; 
Kawecki, Judith Louise; Keane, 
Paul D.; Kielbania, Andrew; 
Klein, Mary Ann; Knight, John 
S.; Koehn, Susan B.; Koffman, 
Ronald; Kopp, George M.; Kra-
mer, Marjory; Kreutzer, Vicki; 
Krimbowitz, Harry; Kroft, Cheryl 
A.; Kubinec, John R.; Lane, Neal 
E.; Latino, Janet M.; Lenox, Susan 
J.; Leventral, Paul; Levin, Tobe 
J.; Lindemann, Bonnie; Lockman, 
Martha; Lucas, Gary. 
Mary; Crompton, Joanne; Davi- Deborah; Schilstra, Lonni; Ster- t 111 N. Cayuga St. I 
son, Ellen; Rodge, Eileen; Fisch- gion, Elizabeth; Trinkle, Betty M.; ; <> ?( their bread 
by entcnaining 
tourists here on board? 
Sea birds too 
depend on land 
and on the hand of man; 
man's garbage litters even 
the untamed tides of Fundy. -· 
Also Maclnnes, John W.; Mac-
kenbach, Mary; Magdits, Edward; 
Mahaffy, Anne; Mandler, Mark; 
Markover, Francis; Mascuch, Su-
"Men are nothing but great 
,~J._c_h_il_d_ro_n_'_'_-_ N_a_p_o_l_eo_n __ _, 
~cfrfrcml°s <CGrrdl Slhl@!P) 
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
11 a.m. - 1 a.m. 
DELICIOUS 
FOOD AT 
THE RIGHT 
PRICES 
Evening Supper 
Menu 
8 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
2 
0 
2 
D 
R 
y 
D 
E 
N 
R 
D. 
Come In and See Us I 
304 E. State St. 
leafl:uring a line seDection 
of Hallmark ancl Gibson Cards 
1
-'THIE IBIEST IBIRAND NAMIES ON SOUND., 
• ail' 11'he 1Bes11' Prices ! 
A- R DYNACO SHARPE 
ADLER FISHER SHURE 
COLUMBIA GARRARD SONY 
CRAIG K05S SWlTCHCRAFT 
DUAL MARANTZ TANDBERG 
DUOTONE PICKERING WOLLENSAK 
and others 
12.4 W. State St. Phone 272 - 5300 
open Fridays 'til nine 
beck, Linda; Floros, Maria; Glaze, Wieta, James E. 
FIVE YEA~S AGO, JOJ 
COS~NTINI flXf~~N 
SHOES ANO l'VESINCc. 1 1ffEM EVff\. ~-
[OSENTIMI SHOE ~EBUILD~el$ 
117 NORTH AURORA - ITHACA 272 - 2900 
l?DCllC IUIP IEVIEIR.Y IO.AY 
- cull' -
0. C. Cleaning Center 
Ground Floor Dorm 12 
I ~ t f Specializing in !_\ 
• Antique Jewelry, China, I Glass and Silver f 
! Also A Fabulous Selection of! 
• hd. p· d 1 ! Lamps a es in rints an i 
~ Colors f 
T ~ 
§yluan lflills 
1757 Slaterville Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Sreaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
~TH~E~IT~H~A~C~A~N~,~S~E~PT~E~M~B~E~R~2~7~,~1~96~8~,~P~A~G~E~1~6~------;------------1 ---------------------c~---=~-----
Faculty 
Handbook 
Newly 
Revised 
of faculties were scheduled to 
register. Student Judiciary 
Rights Listed 
Registrati([J)@ mmdl 
(Coll1U1mlbn21 1LJll1lnveirsnfy 
NEW YORK (CPS) -- As regis-
tration began at Columbia Uni-
versity Wednesday, the ghosts 
of old struggles and intimations 
of possible new ones were raised 
as radical student groups firmed 
their stand defying the univer-
sity's concessions of the past 
week. Chanting "Amnesty Now''. 
and "Ho Ho Ho Chi Minh, Colum-
bia's Strike is Going to Win," 300 
students marched on the old 
gymnasium (whose replacement 
they blocked last spring) and 
tried to register the 30 students 
still suspended from Columbia 
until next year for their part in 
the April shut-down and take-over 
of campus buildings. 42 others 
who had been suspended were 
readmitted on probation by Act-
ing President Andrew W. Cordier 
last week. Cordier also said the 
university would request that 
charges of trespassing against 
400 other students be dropped by 
the City of New York. 
BARNETT'S 
STATE & CORN STS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272 · 9881 
CHANTICLEER 
<> 
BEST SPAGHETTI 
AND STEAKS 
<> . 
2nd Floor Room 
Available for 
Your Parties 
<> 
STATE AND CA YUGA 
272-9678 
The students' position, outlined 
at rallies Tuesday night and Wed-
nesday noon before the march by 
spokesmen for SDS and the 
Columbia Strike Committee, is 
that amnesty is not acceptable 
unless all involved students are 
readmitted to the university. The 
group of 300 who participated in 
the registration protest Wednes-
day were Jed by SDS activist 
Mark Rudd, who told them "if 
we can't register the suspended 
students, no one else will register 
either." 
At the door of the gym, the 
protesters were met by Proctor 
William Kahn and a dozen uni-
formed campus guards. Kahn told 
them no student could register 
unless he had a packet of special 
IBM cards which have been mail-
ed to all 'those eligible (but not 
to the 30 suspended), but that 
Kahn had arranged for a legal 
demonstration on a campus lawn. 
Rudd said the students could not 
accept that answer and warned 
Kahn that the crowd was poten-
tially violent; the proctor re-
sponded by saying 20 of the stu-
dents could come inside. But the 
students, apparently deciding 
they couldn't register even if 
they did go inside, remained out-
side and blocked entrance to the 
gym to all registrants. Wednes-
day was the first of five days of 
registrations; about 1500 under-
graduate upperclassmen and 
graduate students in the school 
for 
Contemporary and 
Early American 
Gifts in Iron 
visit 
THE IRON SHOP 
726 W. Green St. 
Over 100 different posters 
Damaged Art Books 
!Paperbacks and Texts 
REDUCIED 
!BOOK SAILIE <G.AlLil..lERV 
159 E. State St. 
It's A Special Treat To Visit 
MA VIER'S SMOKE SHOIP'S 
FINE NEW STORE AT 
318 EAST STATE STREET 
(Just east of the Strand Theatre) 
Vvith its large selection of 
ALL TOBACCO PRODUCTS 
SMOKERS' SUPPLIES 
PAPER-BOUND BOOKS 
MAGAZINES 
NEWSPAPERS 
According to a registration of-
ficial, only about half that num-
ber actually completed registra-
tion before the gym was blocked. 
After an hour, Kahn declared the 
demonstration illegal and said he 
would check the identification of 
those in the plaza, but never did 
so. Registration closed an hour 
early and the officials went home. 
SDS members scheduled an as-
sembly Thursday morning to de-
cide what further action would 
be taken. 
There arc many doubts among 
Columbia students about the 
ability of the r:idieals, led by 
SDS and the Strike Committee, to 
bring the university to its second 
standstill in six months. Although 
one of the students' rallying cries 
is that "the administration's con-
ciliations won't split the move-
ment," some evidence indicates 
that the concessions have done 
just that. Moves on the part of 
Cordier to have trespass charges 
dropped against 400 of the dem-
onstrators and to re-admit half 
the suspended students (those 
charged with nothing more seri-
ous than trespassing) and changes 
in the decision-making process in 
several schools and departments 
to include more students, are 
scorned by the radicals but taken 
more seriously by faculty mem-
bers and moderate students. 
The SDS and Strike Commit-
tee members see the announce-
ment that charges would be drop-
ped as a sign of bad faith on the 
administration's part. The re-
quest to the City that minor 
charges be dropped was indeed 
made, but District Attorney 
Frank S. Hogan, who serves as a 
Columbia trustee in his spare 
time, has refused to drop them 
in the courts. Two of the students 
were even arrested again Wednes-
day for being late to court and 
unable to pay the $100 fines im-
posed for lateness by the judge. 
The militants also think Cor-
dier's concession incomplete be-
cause it failed to ask that charges 
be dropped against the hundreds 
of non-students arrested in the 
demonstrations, and that those 
Homemade ... 
LIKE 
MOMMY 
USED TO 
BAKE 
THIE PASTRY SHOP 
113 N. Aurora St. 
272-7272 
These ten rights are now in effect for all cases involving stu-
dents and M.G.B. and W.G.B. and House Councils. Each stu-
dent will receive a copy of these rights with any summons 
handed out. 
1-He shall be informed of the nature of his accusation. 
2-Every student has the right to plead his case before his 
peer/group. 
3-Every student will be considered innocent until pr~)'~cn 
guilty and the burden of proof shall rest upon the officials 
bringing the charge. 
4-He shall have the right to testify and to present evidence 
and witnesses. 
5-He shall have an opportunity to hear and question adverse 
witnesses. In no case will the committee consider state-
ments against him unless he has been advised on the con-
tent and of the name of those who made them. 
6-AII matters upon which the decision may be based mu~t. be 
introduced into evidence before the court. The dec1s1on 
should be based solely upon such matters. 
7-He shall be immediately informed of his right to counsel of 
his choice. · 
8-Hc shall be immediately informed of his right to appeal. 
9-Students will be given sufficient time in preparing for the 
hearing. 
IO-Institutional authority should not be used merely to dupli-
cate civil authority. Only where the institutions interests as 
an academic community are distinct and dearly involved, 
should the special auth.ority of the institution be asserted. 
students charged with more than 
one offense be cleared of more 
than one. The Executive Commit-
tee of the Faculty Senate, how-
ever, in a statement released 
Wednesday afternoon, commend-
ed the administration and trus-
tees for "committing themselves 
to fundamental structural change 
at Columbia ... in an atmosphere 
conducive to reflection rather 
than recrimination." 
And Steve Silberblatt, a spokes-
man for Students for a Restruc-
tured University, a group slightly 
right of SDS but which took part 
in last spring's confrontations 
with New York policemen on the 
campus, told the noon rally Wed-
nesday that "while the SRU has 
come closer to the SDS position 
during the summer and agrees 
with your demands," the group 
opposed SDS reliance on "Con-
frontation politics" and "wants 
to stay out of an ideological bag 
which limits us to responding to 
moves by the administration." He 
said he thought changing peo-
ple's minds was a better way to 
reform society than violent con-
frontation. 
BE WISE 
USE CLASSIFIEDS 
CALL %3260 FOR CLASSIFIEDS 
Bounce Bnskotbnlls Not Checks I 
WE RENT MOST ANYTHI:?-.'"G 
UNITED RENT ALL 
363 Elmln Rd. 
AR 3-1807 
DRINK OF THE WEEK --< Tho Little 
Dnvid Cocktail - 3 of these nnd 
you Goliath down. 
The difference between golf nnd poli· 
tico.l orntory is tha.t in golf you 
can't improye your lie. 
PRETTY PEOPLE wntcb your mind, 
Snturdny night 12·2 on V.'ICB AM & 
FM. Bruce provides Box Lunch nt tho 
Folk-Rock Experiment. Truvcl nt your 
own risk. 
FLEOTION REFLEOTIOXS-Betweon 
· prohfcrntc. Then tho grnes roots will A IP A T H y ! tnke over. I I now & Xovcmber. the etrnw polls will ONE ,vA Y to stop n student protest 
~============~=============~ movement is to make 1t o. require(] s;- course. 
ROSEBUD RESTAURANT 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals . Fine Eating at Low Prices 
.JUST RIGIIT FOR STUDENT BUDGETS 
111 E. STATE ST. 
OIPEN 24 HOURS 
IEMMDCK MOTOR. CO>. 
Montour Falls 
To LiR: Givo my regards to Mox. 
Love. A.H. 
To J.I.L.: I don't believe how fnt 
you arc. 
ITHACA 
8 
SERVI CENTER 
Official Inspection Station 
<> 
Complete Car Service 
Pick_ Up and Delivery 
<> 
PHONE 273 - 3261 
335 E. State St. 
by Linda Garrett 
Within the week each faculty 
member of Ithaca College will 
receive his copy of the Faculty 
Handbook on Policies and Pro. 
ccdures at Ithaca College. The 
new handbook has been expanded 
to three times its previous size 
by the 1968 handbook committee, 
chaired by Dr. Terwilliger. As-
sisting Dr. Terwilliger as commit-
tee members were Dr. Baizer, Dr. 
DeLuca, Dr. Macinnes, and l\Jr. 
Regal. Included in the handbook 
are explanations of the college's 
standard procedures and policies, 
as well as descriptions of specific 
committees and administrative 
offices, and their duties. Detailed 
information on the' grading sys-
tem, academic matters, and facul-
ty promotions, tenure, and salary 
are also included. The handbook, 
which will be in a loose leaf form, 
will help to clarify and specify 
school policies, but will be read-
ily available for any revisions or 
changes that may be necessary. 
Underground 
Classrooms 
Now In Use 
A handful of new buildings go-
ing up these days will never cast 
a shadow. They're going up un-
derground. Both the University of 
Illinois and Hendrix College in 
Arkansas will scoop up earth to 
make room for two-story under-
ground libraries. 
Behind the moves, in addition 
to some occasionally offbeat rea-
sons, are pressing practical fac-
tors. Open land is becoming 
scarcer and building costs are 
soaring. But burrowing down-
ward for a building site allows 
the ground's surface to be re-
stored to its natural state, pos-
sible to be used for other pur-
poses. Also, construction costs be-
low ground are sometimes shaved 
by eliminating the need for fancy 
exteriors. Maintenance expenses 
are also less, proponents say. 
No one knows for sure pow 
many completely underground 
buildings are in existence. How-
ever, children in at least four 
communities - two in Texas and 
two in New Mexico - are attend-
ing classes in underground 
schools. And a few facilies live in 
subterranean dwellings, oblivous 
to the hustle and bustle above. 
"We wouldn't trade our under-
ground school for anything," says 
N. A. Howry, principal of a new 
18-room junior high school at 
Lake Worth, Texas. He estimates 
10% of the teaching time was 
lost in the old surface school be-
cause of jets screaming in and 
out of a nearb:!:' Air Force base. 
Most underground buildings 
completed so far follow a box-
within-a-box concept, with the 
structure build inside a concrete 
shell after a hole is dug. Bracing 
between the exterior wall of the 
structure and the inside of the 
shell leaves room for air space 
between the two walls, which 
builders say overcomes damp· 
ness. 
The area's most interesting dealership. 
IFacli'ory authorized dealer for twelve 
makes of new cars, including such 
names as Porsche, Jaguar, Volvo, BMW,. 
Peugeot, MG, Austin Healey, Renault, 
Sunbeam, Checker, Plymouth, ancll oth-
ers. 
Always more ll'han 100 models in stock. 
lFIRATERNBTY JHEWIEILIRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
Service on most imported cars. 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9 
Service By Appointment Only 
PHONE 568-3071 
Ithaca College Class Rings· 
IR.ay Robinson - Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
SPOIR.TSWIEAR-FAVORS MUGS-TROPHIES 
!Phone 272-5959 
j---_____________________ 
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iss Gilman Calls For or whys. There is no doubt that on the I.C. campus. Every Mon-I JR d 9 ])) 0 ])) 
the harmful drugs proven to be day, starting on September 30,, All'1l A:hl't" ~ 11 (lbAll§t}- lfl\WIIJl§ 
~A • R h Th w .,] " harmful like LSD should only be pertinent information along with \\..c!U ~.11. Cl) .II.~\\., U.. ll.JI 
:• ct1on at e:r alIIl. {D]_"Q.ll§ used under medical care, how- persons knowJ~dgeab!C in its USC §]))§ JF JP 0 
., lr 1L C ever, marijuana, if tabooed by will be stationed_ in the _Gnion tf1\1't" l't"tf1\~71f111knIIJl~ :. O:tm .11 tJULaCa ' ampus our society, will serve as another Lobby from 10 till 5. It IS our; \LY .11. ll. \LY Vi 'lJI § 
breakdown between the younger earnest hope that all students, j 0 
by Jean Stillitano and older generations of our time. r?~a~dless ?f their pohtical af-, \\_ lnoll/Cbll1\ i(l)JCb o111111.,] TI))1l lf1ltfl\ .,]§n_ ,0.] 
~!o;t I.C. students know her as series or guest speaker appear- People should be educated as to f1hation, \I. 111 make use of this 'o/ ll.JI ~ ll..ll. ~~ c!ll. (Ul .ll.])11. 'lJl'lJl(Ul .1111 \\.,Q.ll. 
service. 
While the organizat10n known i Io trackdO\\ n people \, ho do not 
senorita Gilman, the mini-skirted ances." what marijuana does and its re-
Spanish instructor who buys her Easily mistaken for a student suits and each person would then 
clothes in the Bullseye downtown here, the Senorita docs not be- be able to voice his own opin-
Charles R. Leinbcrry, 
President _ as Students for a Dcrnncratlc · c:-.1st .. 
. and begins her classes with "Hola, lieve in sororities or fraternities ion." 
estudiantes." Miss Victoria Gil- on the I.C. campus. She says, Before returning to her office 
. man favors the "colorful and ima- "This school is small enough that for appointments, I.C.'s "Vicky" 
ginall\'C look· of mod dress" and it is not necessary to identify voiced her opinion on pop music. 
' "loves all types of dancing" with a certain group of people. "It's great," she smiled. "Espec-
: enough to make occasional Ware- I think a sorority with its charter ially now when there is a blend of 
house visits. Before LC., the long- encourages a student to conform all types of music, classical, jazz, 
,, haired miss taught in a small to a certain norm and places blue grass, folk. It's sophisticated 
· two year college for women, and emphasis on social success. They today in that its lyrics have some-
accepted a position here because don't concern themselves with thing to say to all of us. People 
it was an "opportunity to branch education as such but with it's don't just listen to music any. 
out in a four-year co-ed school." end product - 'the mark' -. more but to the words of the song 
;,;ow in her second year at I.C., And these organizations demand which oppose political and social 
Miss Gilman feels quite strongly so much time on the part of the dilemmas of our time. Now take 
that ·'action rathP-r than words" individual that the individual Harper Valley P.T.A.-" 
· is needed on this campus. "Stu- can't really get involved with Yes, take Harper Valley P.T.A. 
dents need to become actively in- other campus activities. At a time 
volved in groups beyond the cur- when we're trying to integrate 
riculum and the faculty should peoples, a sorority or fraternity 
become active beyond the class- continues to divide the campus." 
rooms. The key word, I think, is 
, responsibility, a responsibility 
for the school in all its aspects. 
When this is achieved and when 
1 
the administration gives greater 
recognition to faculty members, 
then some sort of administrative-
'aculty-student organization can 
be formed. This organization can 
originate with informal gather-
. ings between faculty and stu-
. dents. From this mingling of 
' ideas and acquiring of responsi-
bility a good representative body 
can be formed with the purpose 
of correlating administrative 
staffs with the desires of both 
faculty and students. I do believe 
that students are trying to push 
' through this "barrier" just by 
their desire to sit in on faculty 
· meetings, and their great partici-
. pation in the new Free Univer-
sity program. Even the faculty is 
trying, for instance, they voted 
the co-ed dorm "in" last year. I 
think the attitude of faculty mem-
bers is changing due to student 
action, but I still feel that more 
of the faculty should take the 
time to know students outside 
the classroom. Students only be-
come individual human beings 
with their own ideas and inter-
ests outside the class and it's 
important for the teacher to know 
Against Viet War 
Politically, the young teacher 
is against the Viet Nam War. 
"We're at an impasse right now, 
we're not moving ahead in nego-
tiations and still lives are con-
tinually lost in Viet Nam. The 
United States hasn't tried to 
strengthen South Viet Nam or 
even to give them more respon-
sibility in their war policies or 
governmental policies. I think it's 
::i political war and agree with 
Schlesinger who says, 'America 
still considers herself the world 
power and is blind to the reality 
that America is but only one 
power in the world.' " 
And the present draft system? 
LEnERS 
Continued from page 4 
movie. I didn't notice objections 
to the portrayal of the Irish. Ac-
cording to the move, all Irish-
men are hearty, cheerful, and 
florid. There are also stereotyped 
portrayals of Southern doctors, 
Northern generals, and whores. 
I didn't notice any mention of 
these in last week's Ithacan. I 
suppose that it's just not fash-
ionable to defend doctors, · gen-
erals, and whores today. O tem-
pore, 0 mores. 
Miss Bellamy asks if "any of 
us . . . have stopped to consider 
how a black person would react 
to this Dixified Disneyland?" I 
honestly haven't given it that 
much thought. I went to see 
"G.\V.T.W." for enjoyment; I 
didn't go to look for slurs that 
weren't there. 
Miss Bellamy should be more 
concerned with real prejudice, 
both Northern and Southern, not 
interpretations of celuloid im-
ages. If she's ever been in Win-
chester, Virginia, she'll see some 
frightening "down-South" preju-
dice. They have one especially 
impressive statue dedicated to 
the Southerners who died for the 
Confederacy. A fixture as per-
manent as the statue is the old 
grizzled "gentlemen" who sits in 
the shadow of the statute. In his 
hand he holds, on a leash, a 
Richard Weingart. 
Voter Registration Chairman 
Dirty Pool 
Dear Editor, 
It is rumored that Ithaca Col-
lege is a country club. This rumor 
is false - at least in regards to 
the swimming pool. It is my be-
lief that the pool should be main-
tained at least according to the 
minimum standards of a country 
club pool. I first used the pool 
on September 4, and noticed it 
was filthy. What upsets me is that 
the pool is still filthy. The bottom 
of the diving section is covered 
with algae (the chief cause of 
swimmers' ear) and the sides of 
the pool are literally black from 
scum. These conditions are not 
healthy. In fact, a municipal pool 
or swim club would not remain 
open unless these conditions were 
alleviated. 
Swimming pools the size of 
ours require constant attention to 
be maintained properly. I find 
it hard to believe that the per-
son(s) responsible for the Ithaca 
College pool can be so neglectful 
of their duties. The prime con-
cern of pool managers is the 
health and safety of the patrons. 
I· see no such concern for the 
health of I.C. students. 
If the college can't afford to 
maintain the pool it built (and 
then had to rebuild at great ex-
pense when it rose out of the 
ground in the spring of '67 - a 
story in itself!) then for the safe-
ty of the students it should be 
closed. The pool as it exists now 
is unhealthy due to neglect and 
mismanagement. In my opinion 
during the summer months the 
pool should be entrusted to a full 
time man.ager who knows pool 
operation and can keep the pool 
at the proper level of health 
standards. 
Sincerely, 
Robert Butler 
Assistant Manager, Leonia 
Swim Club 
Class of '70 the student both ways." 
Small Classes 
"How do I begin with something 
like the draft? It's such a vast 
question I don't know how to 
answer it. Well, I think I should 
start out with democracy. What 
does democracy mean? The voice 
of the majority. And the voice of 
the majority coupled with the 
fact of changing times makes law 
mutable. I think that times have 
changed enough so that the 
present draft system is no long-
er effective in the viewpoint of 
the majority. Yet, the solution is 
difficult. We could draft by lot-
tery, draft eighteen or nineteen 
year olds before college, or raise 
the service salary to make the 
draft professional. I think each 
system has its draw back, the lot-
tery is too much for chance and 
luck, eighteen-year-olds are too 
young and perhaps too impres-
sionable to be forced into a Viet 
Nam situation, and a professional 
system could give the Pentagon 
even more power than they have 
today. I think the draft should be 
something voluntary, but I just 
don't know a real solution." 
vicious German shephard. If r--------------
!.111ss Gilman feels that teach-
ers should not be hindered by 
large classes simply because "a 
good teacher shouldn't have to 
deal with an anonymous group 
of students in a lecture hall, or 
eren a classroom full. I believe 
in small classes and think that 
even in the big lecture classes 
that meet three times a week, 
there should be a breakdown in-
to discussion groups at least once 
a week. This is an age in which 
students are taking an active in-
ter~st in the social and political 
, world; they have-many questions 
to be asked and there should be 
time to . have those questions 
answered in and out of the class-
rooms." 
, l\Iiss Gilman feels that I.C. is 
' especially strong in the music 
and drama departments and ad-
mires both greatly. She thiiiks 
~he liberal arts program is build-
mg up. But she also thinks that 
I.e. students should become more 
active in attending the functions 
of all th~ schools even if they 
are non-majors and "encourages 
greater attendance in the cam-
pus musical and theatrical per- \ 
formances as well as any lecture 
Marijuana 
As for the popularized "Drug 
Problem," Miss Gilman feels that 
"Today's society had made drugs 
a problem by making all drugs 
taboo before knowing the hows 
ASIATIC GAIR.DEN 
Chinese-American Food 
114 W. State St. 
272-7350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
/EXPERT REPAIRS 
Mufflers - Tune-ups - Tires 
Road Service 
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY 
VISA Cards Honored 
540 W. State (Cor. Meadow) 272-4948 
you're white, he'll greet you with, 
"You know, son, it's a good thing 
you's white. Now, if you was a 
nigger, this here dog would be 
on you in two seconds. He can 
tell the difference, and you don't 
see any niggers around here, dD 
you?" 
He was right. There weren't 
any "niggers" around there at all. 
Don Tepper 
Young Republicans 
Editor: 
The Ithaca College Young 
Republicans, as a service to the 
Ithaca College Community, will 
soon be conducting a voter regis-
tration and absentee ballot drive 
Wlh.isttlleD'1 s 
Moil:/h,el!? 
BE CREATIVE - JOIN 
THE ITHACAN STAFF 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars, specializing in 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
273 - 1821 Rear Entrance 
~ 
No . .Dusi!' a Studen«- With ll.oose Glasses. 
IF ... you're like most people, you take your glasses 
of with one hand. This pulls on the temples, loosens 
the fit, glasses claim squatter's rights on your nose. 
IF •.. you got them at Ithaca Cayuga Optical Service 
you could have them re-adjusted and tightened at no 
additional cost. And you need no appointment. Drop 
in - step out and be looking through, not over, your 
glasses. All adjustments made on glasses bought here 
are free and speedily thorough at our easy-to-get-to 
offices. 
Ithaca Cayuga Optical Service 
Conven~ently located at 134 E. State St. 
Ithaca, New York 273-4231 
Society represents only a minus- I While 1t purports to follow a 
cule minority of students, it has· !Inc of "rndcpendent radicalism." 
managed to play a leading role 1 :\let !win reports SDS bctravs 
in the violence, bloodshed, and: growing signs of links to har-d-
arson that have exploded across I core professional communists. 
college campuses from Columbia, Known communists have sat in on 
to Stanford. . SDS meetrngs and coached or-
~eta1ls of how this small but j ganizers sinc_e th~ organization 
militant group has managed to : was founded m 1962; SDS leaders 
disrupt college life are revealed j frequently travel to_ Red capi_tal~; 
m the October Reader's Digest by , two o fthree nat10nal officers 
Eugene Methvin of the maga- J chosen at la5t .June's nat!onal 
zinc's Washington bureau. Quot-. convcnt10n were self-proclaimed 
ing SDS officials and members. i communists 
he reports that the organization's 1
1 
While many SDScrs arc active-
ultimate goal "is nothing less Jy anti-Kremlin. they share with 
than the destruction of society it- . the communists a common desire 
self." 1' to destroy, to annihilate, and to 
Methvin quotes one speaker at, tear ?own. the article asserts. 
SDS' national convention at East [ Citmg sos·~ role !n th~ rec?nt 
Lansing, Mich., last June: "The I upheaval at Columbia University, 
ability to manipulate people Methvin declares that firmer ac-
through violence and mass media t10n by school authorities in sup-
has ne\'Cr been greater, the po- i port_ ~f t_l;e anti-radical "!.lfajority 
tcntial for us as radicals never I Coaht10n would have averted 
more exciting, than now." FBI escalating violenc<: that culmi-
dircctor J. Edgar Hoover has nated m cancellation of classes 
said: "They arc a new type of J at Columbia. 
subversi\'e, and their danger is : While acknowleding that legi-
great." timate grievances by students 
SDS's tactics include use of off. I must receive "far more atten-
campus issues to disrupt campus I tion·· from officials than hcreto-
life, the article points out. An [ for?, ;\Je~hvin says that pro_mpt 
SDS member from Wisconsin put action b~ students and admm1s-
it this way: "We organized dormi- trators is a must to prevent 
tory students around rules, and campus-wide clashes 1n the 
then it was easy to move them on future. 
such issues as the university's Sidney Hook, noted New York 
relation to Chase Manhattan 
Bank." 
The article quotes these among 
specific SDS proposals for disrup-
tion of society: picking public 
fights with welfare workers; start-
ing trash-can fires and pulling 
fire alarms in high schools as 
"forms of protest;" making ap-
pointments by the score with uni-
versity deans and registrars -
to "overuse the bureaucracy;" 
checking out an inordinate num-
ber of books to disrupt libraries 
and study programs; disrupting 
draft boards by registering under 
a false name so "federal agents 
will spend much time attempting 
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
HULl lliEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 - 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
l:nivcrsity philosophy professor, 
has said that SDS members 
··threaten to become the true 
grave diggers of academic free-
dom in the United States." Only 
prompt action by school authori-
ties and the overwhelming ma-
jority of students can prevent 
the grave from being dug. 
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! + ! 356 ELMIRA RD. t 
! DANCING ! 
t every night ! 
! & ? 0 ? 
. . i Exotic Oriental Dancers + 
¼ 3 shows-10, 11, 12 } 
l O + 
t Sundays - Rock & Roll ! 
! ..................... : 
* Navy Style in Blue Denim 
IH!ip IHlugger Style in !Brown 
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lirnterview: IFootbaii Heaol 
<C~acrm JJnm JRu1terfieil~ 
by Lonnie Bloch 
Ql.1EST10:s;;: How docs the team i dbc1phnc, a \·cry important 
Printer 
~--:!"::r--·~ .. --:::... --· :,, __ """::-""-.L ...... -_ 
Refuses to 
Set 1Fou1r 
l.ette1r Word 
look this vear? '!!1ing in the world today. The 
A~SWER: we·rc a very, very I coaches dcma~d th;it the _m_e~ 1 Rosemary Coniglio, editor of 
young team There are only seven. n'spond to thc1~· own respons1b1h- Hunter College's campus news-
senwrs in starting offensh·e and llPs first. Their response takes paper. says she will seek a com-
defcnsi\'c positio~s and most of di!>C'iplinc where their condition- promise with the printer who re-
the men arc sophomore,. From ines and ~ssign111cnts are con- fuses to set type on an article 
this lack of experience will come ccrncd. containing a four-letter word. 
many error; but, I hope, the en- Ql'F:STIO'.',;: How docs the She didn't say what the com-
thusiasm from our fans will make schedule look this year? promise might be. -
up for it. We're abo smaller .-\:\'S\\'ER: Tlus year's schedule The printer's adamant stand 
physically :md in numbers than 1s one of the toughest ones we've kept the first fall issue of The 
anv of the teams \\ e'll face, but e,·cr had. \Ve dropped two teams Envoy from reaching Hunter 
I feel that we ha\·c the makings from last year, which we should students on schedule yesterday, 
of a good ball club. han:! beaten, and picked up two all because of the offending 
QUESTIO:-l": \',hat will be your ,
1 
qu<'stion marks._ There is only one word. 
major problem as far as the over- team. now. which we should be •·If it's not in the dictionary, 
all team looks? fayorcd over from thc offset. we don't set it," said manager 
. .\.i'\'SWER: For one thing, our i Even with this t_ou~h. schedule, Lou Sokall of !he Alert Printers, 
Jack of experience will be a big 
1
, !bough, 1 am optimistic that we 32 w. 22d St. 
problem. For another, we're a, will ha\'c a good year. 
very thin team and in many 
plnces we will be doubling up in '°etf'ffll. roira.u,,,,_...n 
case of injury. lf we can stay u;p ~ 11. ~ 11 °""11ulr.U 
healthv, there will be n definite 
impro~cn:ien~ thro~ghout the sea- R.caUHy Sea-
son. (This 111tcrvww was taken Th' th t dT 1 Ith before the \Vest Chester game in is year e ra 1 !Ona. aca-
which Gary :Mcicrdicrcks broke 
I 
Corll;md football game is nc~t 
both his tibia and fibula - a Saturday. Octob:r 5, at 2 p.m. in 
Joss which will be felt. Gary was c_ortland. In view of the long 
considered bv the coaches one nrnlry bctwee~ the two ~chools, 
of the to iinemen. Others in- th e- Egbert Un1on Board is spon-
. . P soring a Cortland weekend 
Jured m the second quarter of Th ·u b b f' · d 
the g;,me were Al Cihocki and ere WI e . a ~n Ir~. ~n 
Charlie Moot. Both men have pep . rally oppo5 ile t11~ L·OJOn 
ankle injuries which, hopefully, P~rkmg Lot ~t 8 p.m. Fn~ay eve-
will not keep them out for long). mng. Immediatel:Y following t~e 
pep rally there w11I be a dance m 
QUESTION: How do you pre- the Union Rec. Room until mid-
pare the men to play? night. Beer will be served. 
ANS\\'ER: We make them tough- On Saturday all those interest-
er mentally so that they can ac- cd in pdrticipating in the motor-
cept and overcome the hardships cade to Cortland will meet in the 
of football and be better men be- Union Parking Lot at 11:30 a.m. 
cause of it. They know that even }Taterials to decorate cars will be 
though they're tired, they have to provided by the E.U.B. The best 
work even harder to get the job decorated car will be the first 
done. We talk about being a win- student car in the motorcade to 
ner all the time. To be a winner, Cortland. A bus will be provided 
Co-operative Up to Now 
l\Iiss Coniglio said Albert had 
always been "very cooperative" 
in printing the college weekly-
and was this time until it came 
to an article about the Demo-
cratic convention in Chicago_ 
1t was written by Rosemary 
and reporter Barbnra Boylan, 
who were in Chicago and saw the 
bloody clashes between police 
nnd anti-war demonstrators. They 
also heard what some demonstra-
tors shouted at the cops, such as: 
"--you, Daley," and "The pigs 
must go!" 
Citing such obscenities in their 
story, Rosemary and Barbara 
commented that they were "hard-
ly justification for cops to flog 
individuals." 
Sokall was unyielding. "We've 
got family men working here 
who abide by an unwJ;itten agree-
ment in the shop not to use four-
letter words in speech and not 
to put them print." 
the men must develop personal for all those who need transpor- Blanks Won't Do 
ITHACA 
!Printing 
SERVICE 
"Right on 1ime Since 1909" 
207 S. Tioga St. 
272-7200 
EVANS 
YOUTlHITOWN 
104 E. State St. 
.AIPIPARIER. - !FOR 
JUNIOR WOMEN 
Sixes 5-'BS 
Wide Selection! 
Brand Names! 
Moderate Prices! 
.PunioD' Size Store 
for 
Slacks - Dresses 
Ski,:ts - Coats 
Sweaters - Storm Wear 
Blouses - Pocketbooks 
anclJ 
Miscellaneous Items 
tation. The motorcade will leave 
the Union Lot PROMPTLY nt 
12:30. Let's show Coach Butter-
field and the Bombers that we are 
behind them 100%. Seniors: this 
will be our last I.C.-Cortland game 
so let's make it a good one. Let's 
win this one for Sloe's. 
WESTt=8cai 
A~ Glasses ~ ,Y and Contact 
Lenses Fitted 
CO-OP SHOPPING 
CENTER ITHACA 
272-0994 
HOURS~ 
9-5,30 Daily - 9-1 Sat. 
It had nothing to do with cen-
sorship, he said. "We offered to 
let them use the first letter and 
then blanks, but they said no." 
Editor Coniglio conceded that 
her predecessors had deleted ob-
scene words often at the request 
r---------------1 I 
, The I I RECORD ! 
I· RUNNER I 
1---------1 I I 
I CCheckAcll I 
I I l !Pagel ! J ______________ _I 
MOE & WILL 
/ 
Patronize your Campus barbershop 
Basement of Dorm 12 
across from Pat's Tailor Shop 
of Alert printers, but she said l 
this was different because the 
word was in a quote. 
Dean Bncks Editor 
Dean Catherine Hopwood of 
Hunter said she never interferes 
with editors of The Envoy - and 
besides, she thought Rosemary in 
this case was right. 
To compound the agony, the 
same word barred by Alert ap-
peared only \Vedncsday in a 
quote in the first fall issue of the 
Columbia Spectator. It was print-
ed by the Balan Printing Co. of 
Brooklyn, which said it would 
print anything except "outright 
pornography." 
Reprinted from 
The New York Post 
Bannerr Day 
Oct()ber 12 
by Brewster Ely 
Perhaps one of the most notice-
ably absent facets of college life 
here at Ithaca is thnt of tradi-
tion. Most academic institutions 
of the day appear to be oriented 
toward the spirit which is gov-
erned by custom. In order to pro-
mote this theory Pi Lam is once 
again sponsoring its annual Ban-
ner Day. 
The Banner Day competition is 
open to all Greeks, dormitories, 
organizations and individuals. 
Quite simply, it entails displaying 
a banner before and during the 
Susquehanna football game on 
October 12. There are no restric-
tions on the banner and each one 
will be judged on the basis of 
appearance, originality, and crea-
tivity. Last year's winner was 
Sigma Alpha Nu's entree of a 
banner supported by a large 
helium baloon, one which will be 
hard to top. 
Pi Lnmbda Chi looks forward 
to the awarding of its Banner 
Day plaque in hopes· that Fall 
Weekend will be enhanced and 
that continued spirit and tradi-
tion will become a part of Ithaca 
College. 
UP WITH PEOPLE 
Anyone interested in partici-
pating in an "Up With People" 
Group (Students, Faculty, Ad-
ministration) are cordially in-
vited to an organizational meet-
ing SUNDAY, SEPT. 29, at 7:30 
p.m. in the Recreation Room (Eg-
bert Union). WANTED: Singers, 
Guitarists, other instrumentalists, 
stage hands, publicity workers_ 
Any questions? Contact Father 
Graf (Rowland Hall, 3184). 
+ .... • • •. • • •. • .. • .. • • •r 
i i f FLORENCE1S ! 
·f1 Wedding Gowns, Tulle, t
1
, 
Materials & Crowns £ T 
f FOR SALE t 
T I 
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ITHACA 
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<> 
24 LANES 
20 BILLIARD TABLES 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
SNACK BAR 
let's Form A 
College Leallue I 
CALL 272 - 1922 
Lou Barnard - Gen. Mgr. 
The fforld 
of Wheels 
by Ron Cohn 
It was pure ecsrncy when Jack Pavcling, owner and r,pcr. 
;nor of Ithaca Imports gave me the '0.K.' to test the first '69 , 
Lotus to hit Central New York soil. And it was pure mi,ery (~ 
when the test was over and I had to return the car to him. The ,i 
Lotus Elan has always been a unique sports car. With a mini. : 
mum weight of 1,232 lbs. and a maximum height of 46 inches 1 
the Elan should be put in a class with the Sprite::_ Bur add ~ . 
!15 l-1.P_ dual overhead cam-four cylinder Ford engi1;1c (standard ,i_', 
in :me S/E), fo~r wheel disc brakes, and a Cohn Chapman ·'. 
~lcs1gncd suspe~s10n, and you get a completely different concept ; 
1n an automobile. The Lotus people realize that the Elan llli"ht '_ 
not give the best value, pound per dollar, and at 1300 lbs. tou j.., 
would expect quire a bit of performance for your $4:900--!-· m. -
".cstment- \Yirh .Mark Eskridge as my assistant, we set o;H to\·· 
fmd w~at kind of a bargain th<:; Elan S;E (Special Equipment) -
really 1s. · 
The exterior of the Lotus Elan is much the same as the first 
Elan manufactured in 1963_ The lines are sloping fore and ;1ft __ 
and arc arco-dynamically f4nctionaL The headlights arc vacuum ·,_ 
controlled and disappear when not in use. The body is of gla~s .. ·-
fibre (Lotus' way of saying fibreglass), including the s1h·er t 
colored bumpers, and the chassis is of steel (with a weight of 
only 75 lbs.)- Upon entering the Elan, I immediately got the · 
fcefo!~ that this is not the car for a six footer weighing 2007 : 
lbs_ l he seats are very snug but are also very secure, giYing · 
much lateral hip support. The interior, while being rather 
narro,v, does not become uncomfortable due to the adequate 
seat travel and does not force your thighs through the stcenn" 
wheel. The seat travel also allows the enthusiast to drive rh~ 
Elan straight-armed, a technique used by racing drivers for ' 
maximum steering control_ The steering wheel itself is small 
( 15" diameter) and is leather covered, as in a race car. • 
Rounding out the interior, the walnut dash houses a full set of 
instruments which arc in easy view of the driver_ 
With the Lotus racing tradition and engineering know-
how uppermost in our minds, we expected the E!an to be a very 
roadable and responsive car. This was to be the case beYon~l 
our wildest expectations. The dual-cam ·engine was very re-
sponsive for a new unit with great flexibility throughout its 
speed range. Engine speeds of 6500 RPM were easily attained r ; 
without any signs of strain. City traffic ( Ithaca style) did not ' : 
pr<?duce any ill effec~s _ either. The c}utch was very _lig;ht and k:· 
quick, although requmng _ some gettmg used to. Sh1ftmg the J 
£Ian was a delightful experience. 1l1e throw was very short and ~-
the syn_cr?mesh action very precise giving the feeling of a racing · 
transm1ss1on_ 
. Running the Elan on a winding road proved to be the high-
light of the test_ The Dunlop radial tires, matched with the 
sophisticat':d Lotus suspension yielded handling equal to th~ / 
most exotic European hardware_ The Elan would initialh· I 
undcrstcer in slower turns but could easily be made neutral ;r t 
oversteering with power application. In faster turns, the under- j" 
steer would decrease in proportion to the speed of the turn but 1'· 
oversteer never bcca!Tle severe or annoying. The amazing flexi- · 
bility of the suspension and the quickness of the rack and pinion 
steering enabled us to correct any driving errors encountered. 
The only fault found in the Elan was the size of the pedals and 
their location_ Heel and toeing the brake and gas pedal was 
easy but I often found myself hitting the clutch and brake with \ 
the same foot. I am sure that someone with smaller feet would .· 
not fi_nd. this problem as magnified as I, but it is a point worth 
menuonmg_ 
To sum up the Elan, it is the closest thing to a race car to /4 
come from the "Mother Country_" The suspension is purr ~: 
racecar. The interior is racelike. And the engine is very much 
a racing engine. Its shortcomings are minor in comparison to 
its selling points (which are many). Colin Chapman and Ford 
of England have proved that they can build more than just 
winning race cars. They can build a winning road car too_ 
my good ,nd "' showing ml \ 
desire and drive," Kennedy 
stated. "In the backfield, I have 
been impressed with the work of '\~ 
quarterback Tom Jones (Hamil- -
ton); halfbacks Mike DiTroi:l 
(Rochester), Bill Kleinfelder 
(Philad., Pn.), and Barry Smitl1 \ 
(Kenmore); and fullback Tim · 
Ryan (Cazenovia)." :· 
FROSH FOOTBALi!. 
Continued 
toon us_ Thus, conditioning for 
the Ithaca team is vital. We can 
win or lose a game in the fourth 
period, depending on that condi-
tioning." 
At this point in pre-season 
drills, Kennedy has been impres-
sed with several of the boys who 
were hand-picked by Varsity 
Head Coach Jim Butterfield this 
past year_ 
"Tackles Andy Lambie (Wes-
ton, Mass.), Ken Butterfield (no 
relation) (Rutland, Vt-), and Bob 
Wojnar (Auburn); and ends John 
Bauman (Sayville, L. I.) and Steve 
Thomas (Elmira) have looked 
Tune-up 
Lubrication Oil 
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
l?et!riBUose 
~ 
128 DRYDEN ~OAD 
The Frosh -will have another 
week of drills before their first 
test, a scrimmage with Cornell 
on September 27_ "If we can sta\· 
healthy, we should be on our wa~-
to being a good football team ;t 
that time," Kennedy added. 
The team's official opener will 
be on October 4, at home against 
Cortland . 
Phone 273-4443 
STONE 
TRAVEL 
AGENCY 
Personalized Travel Service 
414 Eddy St. 
It costs no more through 
your travel agent- l 
~ 
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Cont!~!ivities lFootbaU ]Is Most limprnrtaunit by Miko Hinkelman 
With the collegiate football season less than two weeks old, 
. there is_ already a g_ame ~hat, may go _a long way in determining 
· the nauonal champ10nsh1p. Im speaking, of course, of the Notre 
Dame - Purdue clash tomorrow before a sellout crowd at Notre 
Dame Stadium. Rarely in the history of collegiate football has 
, 50 much significance been attached to such an early season 
· game. Rarely has a collegiate game seen two such offensively 
volatile teams on the same gridiron. In their openers last week, 
the Boilermakers stampeded Virginia 44-6 behind the all-around 
brillance of "superman" Leroy Keyes. Keyes ran for one touch-
' do1rn and threw £Dr another. Meanwhile, Notre Dame thrashed 
a solid and sound Oklahoma 45 - 21 behind the dazzling 
artistry of the Terry Hanratty-Jim Seymour battery. Whether 
or nut the Boilermakers and the Fighting Irish can maintain 
5uch scoring prolificacy is another question, but the fact remains 
that the offensive firepower and capabilities of these two teams 
is beyond parallel. Let's examine the offensive strengths of the 
rwo teams. 
Purdue, ranked No. 1 in the country, is of course led by 
their superb and nonpareil halfback Leroy Keyes. But the 
Boilermakers have much more than Keyes in the person of 
strong-armed quarterback Mike Phipps. Purdue boasts last 
year's Big Ten passing champion. More important, however, is 
the fact that Phipps was third in the nation last year in total 
offense. Fullback Perry \Villiams, a bruising runner, doesn't 
attract the headlines that Keyes does, but the 217-pounder 
g:ct, the job done as his career four-yard carry average will 
ar1 est to. 
On the other side, Notre Dame feels as though it may have 
1t, greatest offensive weaponry since the days of the Four Horse-
ml'n. Veteran runners Bob Gladieux and Jeff Zimmerman arc 
not heralded runners, but they are dependable and can be 
,,counted on to come through in the clutch. In last ,veck's rout of 
r
. Oklahoma, Gladieux tallied three touchdowns. In quarterback 
Terry Hanratty, th~ Irish have their greatest player since the 
legendary George Gipp, and Hanratty is expected to surpass 
G1pp's career total offense record before the season is over. 
· Split end Jim Seymour is already the greatest pass-catcher in 
\"ocre Dame history, and the Hanratty-Seymour combination 
11 as particularly devastating in the Oklaho~a plastering. 
Both Purdue and Notre Dame have good defenses, but they 
arc far from spectacular, and definitely not the equal of last 
year's defenses. \Vhether or not the respective defenses can cope 
with the tremendous offensive explosiveness generated by the 
two teams, remains to be seen. Perhaps the defenses will rise 
.. to the occasion, and viewers will be treated with a defensive 
· struggle. The likelihood of this p
0
rospect is remote however. 
The probable winner? I'm going to have to go with Purdue, as 
Leroy Keyes could be the margin of difference in this tight 
one. 
0 • • 
dy Dusenbery, Penny Curtis, 
Terry Godlewski, Toni Finn, 
Heather Smith, Sue Gentzler, 
Alice Engel, Sue Beattie, Lexa 
Larsen, Anne Bretnall, Linda 
Gatewood, Annette Caruso, Linda 
'I'hcmann, Andi Richardson 
Peggy Keller, Susan Epstein, and 
the manager MaryLou Carda. The 
5corc from Tuesday's game with 
Hartwick will be given next week. 
Don't forget the game with Cor-
nell on Monday, Sept. 30. It's 
home so everyone should be out 
there to cheer on the team. If 
you miss that one there is an-
other game with Cortland on 
Thursday, Oct. 3. This one should 
really prove to be exciting as the 
traditional rivals meet once again. 
Now out on the Tennis courts 
you may have seen. the prospec'. 
tive team members in action. 
Thirty girls have come out for 
tennis this season and as of now 
the actual team has not been 
specified. Leslie Parker is the 
manager of the team this year, 
while Miss Carnell is working the 
coaching end of it. The immediate 
schedule of games for Tennis: 
Tuesday, Oct. 1 at Wells and 
Thursday, Oct. 3 with Cortland, 
home. Come on down on Thurs-
day and enjoy the action on the 
courts. 
Synchronized Swim Club had 
an overwhelming sixty-two people 
exhibit their interest at the ini-
tial meeting last Tuesday. I guess 
a good many people have come to 
realize the satisfaction and sheer 
fun that can be found in this ac-
tivity. The Club wi!I be perform-
ing for Parents' Weekend. There 
will be a demonstration on Friday 
and Saturday from 7:00 p.m.-8:15 
p.m. Synchronized Swim meets on 
Tuesday from 7-9 p.m. 
The Gymnastics Club will also 
be performing during Parents 
Reflections on last week's IC-West Chester game. . . .. . Weekend. Their show will be at 
All of us had hoped Ithaca College would win. I remember, 8:15 on Friday and Saturday 
as did several members of the team, the 47-0 thrashing we nights, following the swimming 
suffered at the hands of West Chester last year. I remembered exhibition. 
chat LC. has never beaten West Chester, and that last Satur- On the Intramural level: Soft-
day was to have been a day of revenge. Yet, the Bombers lost ball met Sept. 18 and will eon-
28-6. \Vas there no. incentive to beat this wret~hed foe? Is tinue to do so until Oct. 9. The 
Ithaca College that mept and poor? Indeed, they re not. Yet, day and time: Wed. 3.5 Tennis 
cJ1cre_ is simply no justice in losing, is there? You g? out on that Intramurals will have its first 
field m SO-degree temperature and exert your physical and men- meeting Oct. 2 and it will con-
ral capabilities to the utmost limit. And what do you have tQ. tinue through Oct. 23; it meets on 
show for it but another loss. But somehow it's .true· what they Wednesdays from 3-5. 
say: for it's not whether you win or lose, it's how you played the For those of you who are in-
~ game that counts. Needless to say, Ithaca College tried to play b terested in learning how to offie-to the est of its potential, but it just wasn't good enough on 
Gets §tart Charlie Hill is a thin 5tick of, Scholastic First Team as a half . 
a man. Although he stands six-' back. 
The teams have been formed 
1
. feet tall he weighs a mere 160 ! There arc still a lot of mcmo-
?nd the season 1s well under way pounds. Despite his lack of weight ries from those high school days, 
m the Men's Intramural Athletic he plays a sport which needs not including the bright hours of a 
Association Touch Football only weight but also speed and November Saturday, when Char-
Lcagues. thinking. Charlie plays football. lie and his Monroe mates de-
This year we find ourselves He catches passes, which is some- fcatcd arch rival Clinton for the 
with two leagues of seven teams thing which hasn't happened at first time in ten years. 
each: Ithaca College too often because Charlie came to Ithaca with 
Western J.C. has basically been a running high hopes last season. They were 
Phi Epsilon Kappa team. I dashed in the third game when 
Dark Horses Flanker back Charlie, as you, he suffered a knee injury and was 
A. E. Diamond might imagine, is something assigned to spectator duty for the 
Delta Kappa "A" precious to Head Coach Jim But- last two games. The knee healed 
Tcrrace-B terfield. And not only for his up and Charlie went out for base-
Beer Bellies sticky hands. Charles O. Hill can ball in the spring; he had earned 
Delta Kappa .. 8 ., do things with the ball after he two letters as a shortstop in high 
catches it. He has moves on top school. In the first game, he suf-
Eastern of moves, which is a hcalthv fcrcd a separated shoulder. 
Pi Lambda Chi situation for a 160-poundcr. · I "I wasn't discouraged," he says. 
Towers Charlie's six foot frame is also I "I was disappointed, of course, 
Yo-Yo's evident on kickoff and punt re- but I just started to look forward 
The Gods I turns. He docs a little Fred As-I to football this fall." So did 
Wise Buds taire after he catches the ball, 
1 
Coach Butterfield. 
Unnamed and then heads for the best Jook-. "Charlie is a football player," 
Chanticleer ing spot on the field _ the end ! is the way Butterfield puts it, 
The first week of play saw a zone. Sometimes he makes it. I and coming from Jim that is the 
few surprises, but generally the It could have been one of any ultimate compliment. "I wish we 
league's standings are about as I number of colleges for Charlie I had more like him, both in atti-
expected. The western league has 1· in different regions of the coun-, tude and talent And my whole 
a three way tie for first place be- try. Many offered him a full ride, I staff feels the same way." 
tween Phi E. ~-· the Dark Horses, I but he wanted to be close to I Yet Charlie Hill is a flanker 
and A. E. Diamond, all with 1 I home, so Ithaca got the nod. , back and only 160 pounds and can 
and O records. In the Eastern I Charlie could play football for look forward to getting clobbered 
league, Pi Lam is on top with a lot of big time schools. Be- time and time again over the next 
a 2 and o record. sides talent, the young man has three years. "Football players ex-
PUNT PASS KICK-On Octa- desire "I want to be the best pect to be hit," he said. "And 
ber 7 and 8, the I\1IAA will hold man at my position and I want there is pride in being hit and 
the annual punt pass and kick to be a Little All American selec- then getting up and running the 
contest. This event is open to all tio~. This is the game I Jove and next play. There is pride in play-
males on or off campus. I give it all I have every minute ing football - period." 
TENNIS TOURNAMENT - MI-
I'm out there." The lithesome Charlie will also 
Charles Hil! began playiniz foot- be used as the deep man on kick-AA will hold its tennis tourna- " ball in the Bronx. He went to offs and punt returns this fall. 
ment on October I and 2. The James Monroe High School where "I don't worry about being hit," 
signup for this event will be from h e began to catch footballs and he said. '·I am not afraid of a 
4-5 on the first of October with · d" some mterest from college poun mg. What I am afraid of, 
the play to begin at 5 p.m. on scouts and opposing coaches. He and what dominates my fears in 
the Allen field tennis courts. I f tb JI · P ayed three years of two-way oo a , 1s that I will lose the 
Last year's singles winner, football at Monroe, spreadino his ball and hurt the team." Anyone 
D~ve Roberts, looks like the fav- time between the flanker "run- watching Charlie in practice can 
orite at this time, but the possi- \ ning back, and defensive' half- attest that the boy catches kicks 
bility of an upset cannot be over- back posts. like punts, with glued finger 
looked. The doubles champions "I had a Jot of help and en- tips." 
from last year, Jeff Strum and couragemcnt from my backfield r--------------
Dave Roberts are being consid- coach, Gene Blaufarb," Charlie re-
cred as strong favorites to retain called. "My first game was a 
th~ir ti_tle. _The big ~uestion at demon. I soured the field up with 
this pomt 1s, who will win the some bad mi,:taki::~, but Gene wa.; 
mixed doubles championship? It r!ght there to hel:o con'c!c, me and 
could go to anyone. build me back up for the next 
The Men's Intramural Athletic game. After that I was o.K." 
Association of Ithaca College is 0.K. is right. Charlie did every-
here to serve you the student. If thing- but sell tickets. He was 
you have any suggestions or in- elected captain in his senior year 
novations, you are invited and and was named to the New York 
urged to come in and discuss Daily News All City First Team 
them. and the Journal-American Ali 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
<> 
Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
,___ _________ _i ( 
that particular afternoon. And when your team plays as well as iate, the Officials Club for Field 
i~ it can on a given· afternoon, what more can you ask of it Hockey will meet on Oct. 16, Oct. 
than that? When a team doesn't play as well as it can and to the 23, and Oct. 30, and the Gymnas- .-------------
best of its potential, and loses, that's justice. But a team that tics officials will meet on Tues-
l 
.,, 
l 
j 
plays as well as it possibly can, and still loses, then I mean to day from 7.9 (Sept. 17-0ct. 22). 
~ay that's injustice. 
SUPPORT THE !BOMBERS 2 
TOMORROW - 2 IP.M. 
BEAT THE BLUE DEVILS! 
5,A[LIE 
!?ANTir IHIOSIE 
$].59 
Reg. $2 Pair 
3 Pair for $4.50 
The year's most popular hosiery style-
Stretch Micromesh in colors of beigetone, 
and taupetone. 
Sizes are small, medium, Barge. 
210 Dryden Rd .• 273-8846 
In closing, let me remind you 
that all W.A.A. meetings are open 
for each and every one of you. 
The last Thursday of every month 
is open to the public in case you 
have any "special" reason to 
come. Just come and listen or of-
fer suggestions, you are always 
more than welcome. 
• I} ~il(Lf .. 
Quee11 .. · 
. ' 
#, I 
Just Across from The 
Grand Union 
On the Elmira Rd. 
(C<OIRN ER CA Yll.JJGA 
& GRIEIEN $iro 
KITIY-CORNER FROM 
WOOLWORTH DEPT. STORE 
S'lr'UIOIENTS! BRING YOUR IPARIEN'lr'S 
1!"0 TIHE !FINEST DINING SPOT BN l'lr'HACA 
FAMOUS FOR. 
BEEF IN ALL 87/'S 
GLORY 
NOW ON SAllE ON TD-DIE 
107 S. Aurora St. 
visill' 
STATE AT AURORA 
for il:he /Latest Si1:yles 
and grooming aids 
273-7727 
"We are dedicated to your serrvicefl' 
§PORT§ 
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by Mike Hinkelman 
It's out of the frying pan and Offensively, the main problem 
into the fire for the IC Bombers, for the Blue Devils is the re-
as they play host to the rugged placement of their graduated 
Blue Devils of Central Connecti- quarterback "Skip" Jutze. The 
cut State tomorrow afternoon. 
The Blue Devils have nine start-
ers returni!lg from last year's 
team on offense, and eight 
starters from the defensive unit. 
likely successor is senior Tom 
Stevens. In halfback Harold 
Brown, the Blue Devils have the 
leading rusher in New England 
last year, and Brown also ranked 
Eleven Lose 28-6 
To West Chester 
by Lonnie Bloch 
Despite the score of 28-6, the 
Ithaca Bombers put up a good 
hard fight against the Rams from 
West Chester here last Saturday. 
Up to the end of the first hall, 
the bombers were hitting and 
bitting bard and the score show-
ed it. A special note should be 
taken of the Ram drive which 
was held on our own 1 yd. line 
while the clock ran out. This 
great effort by the Bomber de-
fense kept the game alive for I.C. 
going into half-time. A 14-6 half-
time score is not at all what the 
Rams expected after beating the 
Bombers last year by a score of 
47-0. As I said, the Bomber first-
half effort was nothing short of 
great and shows what real poten-
tial the I.C. squad has. 
Constant pressure by our J.C. 
squad kept their offense and de-
fense constantly alert. Indeed, 
they bad to put in a whole new 
fresh defense in the second half. 
This is where we hurt. Because 
of the thinness of the Bomber 
squad, substitution for a majori-
ty of the men was impossible. 
The beat, which by the way was 
85 degrees, made its presence 
felt in the third and fourth 
quarters. 
Highlights: 
1st quarter - Rams scored two 
quick T.D.s to go out in front 
14-0. 
to make the score 21-6. Ithaca 
fumbled twice but both times re-
covered her own fumble. 
4th quarter - West Chester 
went 79 yards on 11 plays and 
four first downs for another T.D. 
to increase their lead to 28-6. I.C. 
recovered a W.C. fumble. 
Important statistics: 
For the game For Ithaca 
1. Top Defensive Back 
Triolo . .. ..... Ryan 
Nye 
2. Top Offensive Back 
Recchio, Tyksinski 
3. Top Lineman 
Rupert 
4. Top Sophomore 
Diets 
First downs 
Rushing yds. 
Passing yds. 
Return yds. 
Passes 
Punts 
Fumbles lost 
Yards penalized 
Individual 
Hill, Podlucky 
WC Ithac·a 
18 9 
273 47 
136 174 
51 94 
14-29.1 16-29.1 
7-14 11-38.1 
1 2 
55 60 
Ithaca rushing - Howell 13-26, 
Hill 7-22. 
W.C. rushing - Nye 29-126, Dun-
kelburger 11-120, Rees 9-42. 
Ithaca Passing - Podlucky 16-29 
for 174 yards, one T.D. and one 
interception. 
W.C. passing - Dilts 9-23 for 87 
yards, one interception; Barlow 
5-6 for 59 yards. 
seventh nationally in the college 
division rushing totals by picking 
up 1079 yards. Luther Christie, 
235 lb. offensive guard and 6-4 
end Bill Mack are also outstand-
ing offensive performers. Half-
back Joe DiCosimo and defensive 
end Carl . Barton, both veteran 
performers, have decided to fore-
go their senior year of football, 
and their absence will be sorely 
missed. 
Defensively, the Blue Devils, 
solid · point is their secondary. 
Seniors Frank Maniglia and Bob 
Bakelaar will both be starting 
their third seasons together as 
regular defensive halfbacks. 
Maniglia has picked off 14 passes 
thus far in his career, and he is 
the all-time leader in New Eng-
land among college division play-
ers in this category. Co-Capt. Joe 
Murphy, veteran defensive tackle, 
anchors the Central Connecticut 
interior line. Sophomore line-
backers Ken Blasser and Dick 
Albu are expected to add con-
siderable strength to the line-
backing corps. 
Thus, the schedule won't let 
up on the Bombers. Central Con-
necticut is every bit as good as 
West Chester, and possibly even 
better. With veterans at prac-
tically very position on both of-
fense and defense, the Blue 
Devils could be better than last 
year when they lost only once. 
It'll take a superb effort by the 
Bombers to pull this one out. 
Five 
Lettermen 
Return to 
IC Tennis 
Team 
Next Year'' 
For Cross 
Country 
Last year as usual l.C. had a 
losing season in cross country. 
However much promise was 
shown. Tom Williams, winner of 
ten of twelve dual meets emerged 
SPORTS 
: 
J Hot Corner _by Ben Reese . 
Saturday, September 21. The first J.C. football game of the 
year. The first chance to sec how the new players and the old 
ones will perform against competition. And what competition! 
Only the toughest "small" college team in the East. West 
Chester had a bad year last year. They only won the Lambert 
Cup, symbol of superiority in the Eastern small colleges. They 
only had three All-Americans. Sure they lost two of the three 
but they still had the Nation's leading scorer from last year'. 
Not bad. 
In the weeks before the contest, everyone was asking 
everyone else if they were ~oing to the game. The answers 
as a top notch runner. Fresh- d f " b ,, "W ran?,e rol'.!1 may e . to y go _and see a complete slaugh. 
man Jim Kula was another very .ter. But ·1t was noticed upon arrival at the game that the 
successful runner losing but once stands on both sides of the field were full. Now it could have 
in the Frosh meets. Sophomore ~een that West Chester brough_t their en_tire student body or 
Bill Brown, voted the most im- it could have been that I.C. fmally decided to get off their 
proved on the squad, showed chairs and s_upport their team. The latter answer is preferable. 
Yes, folks, 1t appears that apathy may be on the decline at 
much promise. With some trans- Ithaca College. If so, it will mark the end of an era. 
fer students now elgible the team - It is often said that a team plays a better game at home 
had a fine nucleus for this year. because they have the support of the fans in the stands. This , 
In fact the cry was the traditional was certainly evident on Saturday. The I.C. team, which is, "-
"Wait till next year."_ However at best, small, played much better than they had shown prcvi. 
this was not exactly what hap- o~sly. They hit hard and ran ~ard, and they al_so. made some 
. . . . mistakes. But through all the mistakes and hard h1ttmg, the fans 
pencd. Williams, a prime cand1· ·cheered and yelled and encouraged the team And the team 
date to capture the state meet, appreciated the support. -
did not return to school. Brown This team has potential. It will win its share of ballgames. 
and Chuck Kasler who had let- Don't be discouraged by the opening game loss. Do yourself a 
tered the previous season de- favor and also do the team a favor- continue to fill those 
cided not to go out for the squad. stands. You may be pleasantly surprised. I-' 
This left Ken Lucash, who had 
never finished higher than tenth 
in a dual meet, as the only let-
terman on the squad. ·only Frosh 
sensation Kula and Lou Schmidt 
returned from last year's fresh-
man squad composed of eight 
runners. This was only the start 
of the team's troubles. Afternoon 
classes and jobs made it impossi-
ble for the entire squad to prac-
tice together. (It's a wonder that 
the administration can't give it's 
athletes priority so that they can 
make it to practice.) The burden 
of coaching this team was placed 
on J. G. Bedard, a graduate as-
sistant in physical education, 
who, although he bad some ex-
cellent ideas for training, was 
unable to give his full time to the 
• • • 
HOT SHOTS: 
The Bombers lost another player with leg injury. But this 
one is more serious. Gary Meierdiercks had his leg broken. With 
both bones in the lower leg snapped, he will be lucky to ever 
play football again. The support for the football team was 
encouraging. Now get out and support the rest of the teams. 
There should be something that catches your fancy. - If you 
can't make the games in person, listen to WICB for all the \ 
::;;i;~ SPORTS QUIZ: '· 
Wht pitcher won the most games in the history of Major 
League Baseball? (answer next week). 1 
Frosh 11 Set To .Go 
split end and wingback in man~ ( 
different positions. On defense, \:. 
Kennedy has been using a basic · '. 
6-2 with stunts. ~ 
"Short on numbers, but ready 
to play football," is the way 
Ithaca College Freshman Football 
Coach Frank Kennedy describes 
his 1968 team. 
"We are now down to 37 men. 
"The progress of the team 1s 'f' 
about on schedule for this time 
Eisenberg and Kuzman left squad because he had afternoon 
with every Ithaca singles and classes. 
of the season," Kennedy said, , 
"with our running game ahead of 
the passing attack. 2nd quarter - I.e. recovered a 
Ram fumble on the W.C. 28 yard 
line. On the third down, Mike 
Podlucky threw to John Fred-
erick for the only LC. score (14-
6). 
Ithaca receiving - Hill 5-41, Hol-
skin 6-30; Burczak 3-37. 
W.C. receiving - Dunkelburgcr 
3-71, Wilkinson 3-25. 
doubles record in their posses. The result, after absorbing a 
sion. They also left behind five 
returning lettermen. tremendous defeat in their first 
Leading the way this year are scrimmage, was that the members 
Co-captains Bob Chiron and Dave of the team decided that it would 
Roberts, and junior lettermen, be better to disband than con-
Ray Holmes, Dave Weinberg, and tinue on as such. We often won. 
Jeff Sturm. 
This a small number for a rug-
ged five game schedule," Ken-
nedy said. "Yet every one of 
these boys bas the mental attitude 
necessary to build a winner. They 
want to play, bit, and win. And 
combined with the conditioning 
program we have. subjected them 
to, it may be the right combina-
tion." 
"Each day, a good portion of 
our practice time is devoted to 
teaching and drilling the funda- I 
mt eknlit~ls of running, blocking, ,·. 
ac ng, and just plain hitting. 
The end result of all this will ··t 
be that the best eleven men will 
start and go both ways. Our big ,.~ 
problem will be running up f1 
against a team that can two-pla-
First half - Ithaca fumbled 
twice losing the ball, West 
Chester once losing it, also. 
3rd quarter - Dunkelberger 
ran the ball 76 yards for a T.D. 
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WAA 
Really On 
The Move 
by Chris Flatley 
Well, the weather has certainly 
been on our side for a change, 
and along with the sunny days, 
W.A.A. has been on the move. 
The interest shown in the vari-
ous programs has been really tre-
mendous. Forty-six girls tried out 
for the Field Hockey Club. The 
result was a twenty-three person 
squad with seven non-majors 
represented for the 1968 Varsity 
Field Hockey Team. Miss Hicks, 
the coach for the team, seems 
quite confident that this year will 
be one of great success. With the 
experience of the old players 
along with the skill of the new 
members of the team, the overall 
depth seems excellent. The mem-
bers of this year's team are: Sara 
Jane Werner, Lynne Tyler, Carol 
Smith, Jan Cahoon, Cindy Smith, 
Kathy Minich, Chris Holden, San-
Please tum to page 19 
Roberts, a junior, appears to der why we don't have teams in 
be the top candidate for number track and cross country that we 
one, off bis overall potential and can be proud of - this has to be 
a 7-3 record playing at number a good example. 
three last Spring. He does not 
have one weak point in his game, 
according to last year's coach, Al Usually when a tennis team 
Estey, who left in August for loses two men like Bud Eisenberg 
another post. Roberts could be and Steve Kuzman through grad-
the man to replace Eisenberg, uation, bard times are not far 
who logged the number one spot away. Not true, at Ithaca, where 
for three years. this year's aggregation is anti-
Chiron had a 3-5 singles mark cipating a winning year. 
in '67 playing at nulllber five and Weinberg was a_ surprise last 
six. Last Spring, he recorded a Spring. Not expected to start, he 
7-3 mark at four and five and ap- · not only captured the number 
peared to be playing his best ten- four position, but also banged out 
nis. when the season ended. He 7-3 singles and 5-3 doubles marks. 
will move up this Fall to a higher Sturm provided valuable in-
spot in the line-up. surance when injuries or other 
Holmes was probably the emergencies cropped up in the 
strongest number six man in Cen- Spring, especially in doubles 
tral New York college circles where he posted a 4-1 record. 
last season, and was the differ-
ence in two Ithaca victories. Ray 
was 8-2 in singles and 5-2 in dou-
bles. He will challenge for one of 
the top three spots this season. 
Several good sophomores will 
test the veterans for starting 
berths at numbers five and six. · 
Tennis at lthaca looks healthier 
than at any time in the past. 
Kennedy bas had his charges 
in tow since September 5. Like 
the varsity, the team will work 
out of the "I" formation with the Please turn to page 18 
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